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Local well-posedness for a novel nonlocal model for cell-cell

adhesion via receptor binding

Mabel Lizzy Rajendran˚ and Anna Zhigun˚˚

Abstract

Local well-posedness is established for a highly nonlocal nonlinear diffusion-adhesion system for
bounded initial values with small support. Macroscopic systems of this kind were previously ob-
tained by the authors through upscaling in [32] and can account for the effect of microscopic receptor
binding dynamics in cell-cell adhesion. The system analysed here couples an integro-PDE featuring
degenerate diffusion of the porous media type and nonlocal adhesion with a novel nonlinear integral
equation. The approach is based on decoupling the system and using Banach’s fixed point theo-
rem to solve each of the two equations individually and subsequently the entire system. The main
challenge of the implementation lies in selecting a suitable framework. One of the key results is the
local well-posedness for the integral equation with a Radon measure as a parameter. The analysis of
this equation utilizes the Kantorovich-Rubinstein norm, marking the first application of this norm in
handling a nonlinear integral equation.

Keywords: aggregation, degenerate diffusion, integro-PDE, Kantorovich-Rubinstein norm, nonlin-
ear integral equation, nonlocal cell-cell adhesion, Wasserstein metric
MSC 2020: 35K65 35Q92 45G10 45K05 47G10 92C17

1 Introduction

In this paper we study the coupling of the Cauchy problem for the integro-PDE

Btu “ ∇ ¨ p2u∇u´ vχpuqp∇H ‹ uqq in p0, T s ˆ R
d, (1.1a)

up0, ¨q “ u0 in R
d, (1.1b)

with the integral equation

v “ G`pu´ vq
G`pu´ vq ` G´v

u in p0, T s ˆ R
d, (1.2)

where

pu, vq : r0, T s ˆ R
d Ñ tpz1, z2q P R

2 : 0 ď z2 ď z1u

is a pair of unknowns, ‹ denotes convolution in the spatial variable x P R
d, d P N, T ą 0, and

χ P C1
b pr0,8qq, χp0q “ 0, (1.3a)

Hpxq :“ ´
ż |x|

0

1r0,1sF psq ds, (1.3b)

F P C1pr0,8qq, (1.3c)

G˘fpt, xq :“
ż

Rd

G˘pt, x, yqfpyq dy, (1.3d)

G˘pt, x, yq :“ ϕ˘p|x´ y|qK˘

ˆ
t,
x` y

2

˙
, (1.3e)
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ϕ˘psq :“

$
&
%

´
1 ´ db

˘
¯˘a˘

for d P r0, 1q,
0 for d P r1,8q,

(1.3f)

K˘ P C2pr0, T s ˆ R
d; p0,8qq, (1.3g)

a˘ ą 0, b˘ ě 2. (1.3h)

System (1.1)-(1.2) is a modification of a novel system that the authors recently derived using a multiscale
approach, see (4.35) in [32]. Equation (1.1a) models the evolution of density u “ upt, xq, t being time
and x position in space, of a cell population dispersing through diffusion and nonlocal cell-cell adhesion.
Advection direction due to adhesion is given by the nonlocal term ∇H ‹u, often called ’adhesion velocity’
[3]. The additional dependent variable v describes the amount of formed bonds and modulates ’adhesion
sensitivity’. More precisely,

w :“ v

u
P r0, 1s

is the average fraction of bounded receptors. Variables u and v are further connected through a nonlinear
nonlocal equation of a new type, (1.2) that describes the equilibration of the receptor binding dynamics.
We refer to [32] for further details regarding this effect and its modelling leading to (1.2).

Unlike the original model in [32], system (1.1)-(1.2) includes the porous media-type (PM) diffusion

∆pu2q (1.4)

rather than the linear myopic diffusion

∇∇T : pDuq, D “ Dpxq P R
dˆd. (1.5)

This modification is mainly motivated by the analytical challenges that are discussed in Section 2 below.
Still, from the modelling perspective, such a term is justifiable and, in fact, often arises in derivations
of models for cell motion due to a combination of short- and long-range interactions between population
members. For example, in [26] a nonlocal equation was derived that corresponds to (1.1a) for constant χ
and w. Yet another distinction between (1.1a) and the original equation is that the adhesion sensitivity
coefficient χ is no longer an arbitrary function of t and x. Instead, it is assumed to be a function of u.
This choice enables the incorporation of the influence of local density on adhesion sensitivity.

Since 0 ď v ď u, it is convenient to work with the pair

pu,wq : r0, T s ˆ R
d Ñ r0,8q ˆ r0, 1s

rather than pu, vq, thus keeping the codomains of the unknowns independent. Restated for these variables,
equations (1.1)-(1.2) take the form

Btu “ ∇ ¨ p2u∇u´ wuχpuqp∇H ‹ uqq in p0, T s ˆ R
d, (1.6a)

up0, ¨q “ u0 in R
d, (1.6b)

and

w “ Ypu,wq in tu ą 0u, (1.7)

where

Ypu,wq :“ G`pp1 ´ wquq
G`pp1 ´ wquq ` G´pwuq . (1.8)

We mostly deal with this reformulation of the original system. In this work we make the first step in
its study. Here we prove a local well-posedness result for the special case where u remains compactly
supported in a sufficiently small ball. In particular, the support diameter needs to be smaller than 1,
the radius of the sampling domain in the integral operators G˘. The smallness of the support of the
cell density can be interpreted as an initial stage of population dispersal, e.g. when a small tumour just
starts invading the surrounding tissue.

The result is local in the following sense. The solution exists for finite times provided u0 is close to
a µ0 such that for some w0 the pair pµ0, w0q solves (1.7) and satisfies a non-degeneracy condition. It is
unique as long as it stays close to this pair.
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The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we present the main challenges encountered
in the analysis of system (1.6)-(1.7) and explain how we handle them. After collecting some notation
and useful facts in Section 3, we fully set up our problem and state the main results in Section 4. The
analysis of the individual equations (1.7) and (1.6) is presented in Sections 5 and 7, respectively. In the
intermediate Section 6 we study an auxiliary parabolic PDE including PM diffusion and a fixed advection
direction. The results for this equation feed into the analysis in Section 7. The final Section 8 is devoted
to the proof of a well-posedness result for the whole system (1.6)-(1.7).

2 Analytical challenges of (1.6)-(1.7) and their handling

System (1.6)-(1.7) combines two equations of a very different nature. In this situation, a standard
approach, which we also adopt in this paper, is first to decouple the system and establish solvability of
the two equations separately, assuming that w and u are fixed in (1.6) and (1.7), respectively, and then
to obtain a joint solution by means of some fixed-point argument. The non-standard nonlinear integral
equation (1.7) puts multiple obstacles in the way.

(IE1) As with every new equation, it would be desirable to have some explicit solutions of (1.7) at
hand, at least for some simple time-independent u. Not only would it help to understand what to
expect from its solutions in general, but it could also allow to prove existence of other solutions
that are close to already known ones. This is even more important in the case of system (1.6)-
(1.7) where u solves an initial value problem, so that one needs a w0 corresponding to a given
initial value u0, to start with. Yet already for constant functions u it is not evident how, if at
all, a matching w could be determined. If, however, we allow u and w to be singular measures,
accordingly reinterpreting the involved integral operators G˘ as integrals of kernels G˘ against such
a measure u (see Subsection 5.1), then the equation can be resolved, e.g. in the special case of u a
point mass (see Example 5.12).

(IE2) Based on the observations made in the previous item, one is led to try to establish solvability of
(1.7) for such u that are close to a point mass but are functions rather than singular measures. This
would be desirable for its own sake but also because equation (1.6a) includes nonlinear functions of
u, hence does not allow for measure-valued solutions. As is well-known, singular measures cannot
be approximated by Lebesgue integrable functions if the distance between them is measured by
the metric induced by the variation norm, with which the whole space of signed Radon measures
is equipped. To circumvent this, weaker norms restricted to suitable subspaces are used instead.
A popular choice is the Kantorovich-Rubinstein (KR) norm [21] (see Subsection 3.2) that we also
utilise in this work. The KR metric generated by the KR norm is a special case of the Wasserstein
metric. This metric has proven to be a valuable tool for measuring distances between probability
measures in various contexts, including optimal transportation problems [2, 29], analysis of evolution
PDEs with a gradient flow structure [2], upscaling of mean field equations [14], and more recently in
statistical machine learning [24]. To the best of our knowledge, the KR metric has so far not been
used in analysis of nonlinear integral equations. As it turns out, it offers a convenient framework for
such equations as (1.7). In particular, balls in this metric centred at a point mass contain bounded
compactly supported functions of any shape (see Example 8.3). This provides an ample source of
suitable initial values u0.

(IE3) The trade-off associated with using the KR norm in the context of the linear integral operators
such as G˘ is that it requires their kernels to be sufficiently smooth in order to be able to derive
the bounds we need. In the case of G´ we have to avoid integration in the neighbourhoods of
its singularities. For each x, the corresponding singularity set is a circle of radius 1 centred at x.
To maintain a positive distance from these sets, we restrict our study of (1.7) to measures u with
support diameter smaller than 1.

(IE4) The nonlinear operator Y on the right-hand side of (1.7) is of the form

Y “ a

a` b
, (2.1)

where the applications of the integral operators G` and G´ that are inserted into a and b, respec-
tively, are both zero at points that are a distance farther than 1 from the support of u. The function
on the right-hand side of (2.1) cannot be extended to p0, 0q in a continuous fashion. Hence, the
denominator of Y is a potential source of singularities of this operator. Since we aim at solving
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(1.7) for upt, ¨q, t P r0, T s for some T ą 0, we strengthen the condition from the previous item,
requiring the supports of all members of this family to be confined to a single ball of diameter less
than 1. Then, for each t, (1.7) only needs to be solved in this ball, and there Y has good properties
(see Subsection 5.2).

(IE5) When solving an equation with a parameter, some version of the implicit mapping theorem is often
the method of choice. For instance, the Banach space adaptation, [31, Chapter 4, §4.7, Theorem
4.B], provides solvability in a small ball in the parameter space centred at a parameter value for
which the existence of a solution is known. Having chosen a setting for (1.7) based on the discussion
in (IE1)–(IE4), we cannot apply that theorem directly because the set of admissible parameters
does not contain a ball. Still, since it is convex, it is possible to construct a similar argument
and thereby derive some useful estimates that ensure a locally stable dependence of w upon u (see
Theorem 4.5 and its proof given in Subsection 5.3).

Having decided on a suitable framework for (1.7), we turn to (1.6).

(PDE1) As already mentioned in the Introduction, the original derivation in [32] yielded a diffusion-advection
equation with the linear myopic diffusion (1.5). The few available works on analysis of such equations
specifically focused on local taxis [10, 15, 30]. This type of advection occurs along the gradient of
an external stimulus and not as a result of nonlocal self-adhesion.

Assume that D is a smooth positive semi-definite matrix. If it is also uniformly positive definite, then
(1.5) does not pose considerable additional analytical difficulties compared to the basic constant
diffusion case covered in [16] for diffusion-adhesion models. However, a nondegenerate diffusion,
whether myopic or not, immediately destroys compactness of support, hence is unsuitable for the
present setting, see (IE4). To evade this unwanted effect, diffusion has to be degenerate. In
this work, we selected the PM diffusion (1.4). This choice is primarily motivated by the need to
guarantee that for small times the support of u is confined to a small ball, as advocated in (IE4).
At the same time, it allows us to benefit from a range of analytical tools already available for this
prototypical degenerate diffusion [28], which is much better understood than a myopic one.

On the whole, perhaps somewhat paradoxically, degeneracy enables the analysis of (1.6)-(1.7).

(PDE2) Analysis of equations that combine quasilinear degenerate diffusion such as (1.4) and nonlocal
advection with velocity

∇H ‹ u “ ∇pH ‹ uq,
corresponding to

χ ”1,

w ”1,

has attracted much attention. For smooth kernels H , well-posedness, which is what is relevant for
us here, initially in entropy and then also in weak senses was established in [7] and [4], respectively.
Subsequent works have primarily focused on kernels singular only at the origin where they tend
to infinity, see [8] and references therein. The situation is different for the self-adhesion kernel
(1.3b). Its gradient is bounded and supported in the unit ball centred at the origin, yet generally
has discontinuities in the centre and on the boundary of the ball. As a result, ∆H is, in most cases,
a singular Radon measure with singular parts supported on the ball’s boundary and, in dimension
one, also in the origin (see Lemma 7.1). Still, because this measure is finite, the standardly required
estimates in Lp norms for its convolution with u can be obtained (see in the proof of Lemma 7.2).

Two recent studies [9, 13] incorporated a non-constant coefficient function χ. In a one-dimensional
setting, weak solutions were obtained there as limits of first-order deterministic many-particle sys-
tems. In these works, χ was assumed to be nonnegative and decreasing, as well as satisfy certain
other conditions. As to the kernel, it was not mandated to be compactly supported but allowed to
have a Lipschitz singularity solely at the origin [9].

Unlike [9, 13], we impose (1.3a), thus ensuring that χ is subordinate to the diffusion coefficient at
u “ 0. This assumption is sufficient for uniqueness of weak solutions u to (1.6) for fixed w and
is convenient for several other steps in our analysis that includes well-posedness as well as other
properties such as support control and stable dependence on w (see Subsection 7.2).

We emphasise that our objective here is not to have the least restrictive assumptions on the parameters
in (1.6a). We have therefore chosen conditions that ensure solvability of the entire system (1.6)-(1.7),
while at the same time being reasonable from the modelling perspective.
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3 Preliminaries

3.1 Miscellaneous notation

For convenience, in the few cases of a numerical fraction that has a finite numerator a and a potentially
zero denominator the interpretation is

a

0
:“ 8.

The spacial domains that we mostly consider are either the whole space R
d, d P N, or the ball Bρ in

R
d that is centred at the origin and has radius ρ ą 0, its boundary being the sphere Sρ. More generally,

Bρpxq stands for the ρ-ball centred at x. The pd´1q-dimensional unit ball centred at the origin is denoted
by Bd´1

1 .
For T ą 0, we define the time-space cylinder ET :“ p0, T q ˆ R

d.

Depending on the context, | ¨ | can stand for: the absolute value of a number, the Euclidean norm of a
vector in R

d, the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure of a subset in R
d, and the total variation of a Radon

measure.

For any set A, we denote by 1A its characteristic function. Another standard function we use is

signpxq :“
#

x
|x| for x P R

kzt0u,
0 for x “ 0,

k P t1, du.

For a real variable z, e.g. such as t or xi, we write Bz for the usual partial derivative with respect to
z. Further, ∇, ∇¨, and ∆ stand for the spatial gradient, divergence, and Laplace operators, respectively.

When referring to the Gateaux partial differentials in an infinite-dimensional setting, we always mean
the right-side Gateaux partial semi-differentials. For example, an operator l “ lpµ,wq in a Banach space
possesses the Gateaux partial differential at pµ0, w0q with respect to w in direction h if the following limit
exists:

Bwlpµ0, w0qh :“ lim
sÑ0`

1

s
plpµ0, w0 ` shq ´ lpµ0, w0qq .

The same notation is used for the Fréchet partial derivatives. Which of the two notations is used depends
on the context and is explicitly mentioned.

For the (continuous) dual of a normed space X we use the notation X˚. Symbols á and
˚á represent

the weak and weak-˚ convergence, respectively. By ă ¨, ¨ ą we denote the duality paring.
For X , Y , and Z normed spaces, we write LpX ;Zq for the space of bounded linear maps from X into

Z and BpX ˆ Y ;Zq for the space of bounded bilinear maps from X ˆ Y Ñ Z.
If X,Y Ă Z, we set

} ¨ }XXY :“ maxt} ¨ }X , } ¨ }Y u.

Let k P N0 Y t8u and E Ă R
N for some N P N. As usual, CkpEq (CpEq :“ C0pEq) is the notation

for the space of k times continuously differentiable real-valued functions in E. The subspaces of bounded
and compactly supported functions in this class are denoted by Ck

b pEq and Ck
0 pEq, respectively. When

dealing with vector- or Banach-valued function, but, also, when we want to specify the codomain that is
a particular subset of R, we use, e.g. the notation CkpE;F q for a Ck-mapping from E into F . For F a
Banach space, CwpE;F q denotes the space of weakly continuous maps between these sets.

We use standard Lebesgue spaces LppΩq, Sobolev spaces W s,ppΩq and HspΩq :“ W s,2pΩq for various
p P r1,8s and s P Z, as well as Bochner spaces of functions taking values in such spaces. In particular,
we denote

Lp,qpET q :“ Lpp0, T ;LqpRdqq, LppET q :“ Lp,ppET q for p, q P r1,8s.
We assume the reader to be familiar with the standard properties of the above mentioned functional

spaces. We also need to deal with subsets of the space of finite measures. The related notation and
required facts are provided in Subsection 3.2 below.

Throughout the paper, Ci, Ti, and ρi are either positive constants or positive-valued mappings,
whereas Ui andWi are sets or families of sets. In many instances we do not track the dependence of these
entities on some or all of parameters d, χ, F , a˘, b˘, K˘, u0, as well as w0, an initial state of w. When
a change occurs, e.g. because we stop tracking certain dependences, a remark on notation is provided at
the beginning of the corresponding section/subsection.
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3.2 Radon measures and the Kantorovich-Rubinstein norm

Let Ω Ă R
d be a bounded domain. We denote by MpΩq (M`pΩq) the space of finite signed (positive)

Radon measures in Ω and by |µ| the total variation of µ P MpΩq. As is well-known, pMpΩq, | ¨ |q is a non-
separable Banach space. In particular, singular measures, such as point masses, cannot be obtained as
limits of Lebesgue integrable functions in this norm. This issue is relevant in our case, see the discussion
in Section 2(IE2). To counteract it, we also use the Kantorovich-Rubinstein (KR) norm associated with
the Euclidean metric on R

d. Since Ω is compact, this norm is well-defined on the subspace

MKRpΩq :“ tµ P MpΩq : µpΩq “ 0u.

By the KR duality theorem [21, Chapter VIII, §4.5, Theorem 1], this norm is given by

}µ}
MKRpΩq :“ sup

"ż

Ω

ϕdµpyq : ϕ P W 1,8pΩq and }∇ϕ}L8pΩq ď 1

*
for all µ P MKRpΩq. (3.1)

It is strictly weaker than the total variation and satisfies

}µ}
MKRpΩq ď diampΩq

2
|µ| for all µ P MKRpΩq. (3.2)

This norm gives rise to the Wasserstein 1-distance on the set of probability measures [29] or, more
generally, on the set of positive measures that have the same total variation. Moreover, when restricted
to an arbitrary closed ball in the variational norm, the convergence with respect to the Wasserstein metric
is equivalent to the weak-˚ convergence [21, Chapter VIII, §4.6, Theorem 3]. As a result, this metric turns
such a ball into a metric space which is compact and, hence, separable. We refer, e.g. to [21, Chapter
VIII, §4] for further details.

For w : Ω Ñ R Borel and bounded and µ P M`pΩq we use the standard definition for their product:

wµpBq :“
ż

B

w dµ for any Borel set B Ă Ω.

It is well-known that wµ P MpΩq, and for any bounded Borel f : Ω Ñ R it holds that

ż

Ω

f dpwµq “
ż

Ω

fw dµ.

The notation µ A means the restriction of a measure µ to a set A.

By Ld and Hd´1 we denote the d-dimensional Lebesgue and the pd ´ 1q-dimensional Hausdorff mea-
sures, respectively. We identify u and uLd for u P L1.

Unless stated otherwise, a.e. means ’almost everywhere’ with respect to the Lebesgue measure with
dimension that is standardly adopted for a set in question.

4 Problem setting and main results

We define solutions to individual equations (1.1), (1.2), (1.6), and (1.7) and the corresponding systems
as follows.

Definition 4.1 (Solutions to (1.1) and (1.6)). Let T ą 0, (1.3a)–(1.3c), and

0 ď u0 P L8pRdq X L1pRdq (4.1)

be satisfied.

(1) We call a pair of functions pu, vq : r0, T s ˆR
d Ñ r0,8q ˆ r0,8q a solution to (1.1) in r0, T s ˆR

d if:

(i) u P Cw

`
r0, T s;L8pRdq X L1pRdq

˘
X L8p0, T ;L8pRdqq;

(ii) u
3
2 P L2

`
0, T ;H1pRdq

˘
;

(iii) Btu P L2
`
0, T ;H´1pRdq

˘
, Btu P L8

´
0, T ;

`
W 2,p

`
R

d
˘˘1

¯
for all p P r1,8s;

(iv) v P L8p0, T ;L8pRdqq;

6



(v) pu, vq satisfies (1.1) in a weak,

〈Btu, ϕ〉 “ ´
ż

Rd

`
∇u2 ´ vχpuqp∇H ‹ uq

˘
¨ ∇ϕdx a.e. in p0, T q for all ϕ P H1pRdq,

and a very weak,

〈Btu, ϕ〉 “
ż

Rd

u2∆ϕ ` vχpuqp∇H ‹ uq ¨ ∇ϕdx a.e. in p0, T q for all ϕ P
8ď

p“1

W 2,ppRdq,

senses;

(vi) u p0, ¨q “ u0 in L8pRdq X L1pRdq.

(2) We call a pair of functions pu,wq : r0, T s ˆ R
d Ñ r0,8q ˆ r0,8q a solution to (1.6) in r0, T s ˆ R

d

if pu,wuq is a solution to (1.1) in r0, T s ˆ R
d in the above sense.

Definition 4.2 (Time-independent solutions to (1.2) and (1.7)). Let assumptions (1.3e)–(1.3h) be sat-
isfied.

(1) We call a pair of measures pµ, νq a solution to (1.2) if:

(i) µ P M`pRdq;
(ii) G´µ ă 8;

(iii) ν P M`pRdq;
(iv) ν ď µ in R

d;

(v) pµ, νq satisfies (1.2) in the following sense:

ν “ G`pµ ´ νq
G`pµ´ νq ` G´ν

µ in M`pRdq, (4.3)

where 0{0 in the fraction is interpreted as 1;

(2) We call a pair of a measure and a function pµ,wq a solution to (1.7) if:

(i) w : Rd Ñ r0, 1s is Borel;

(ii) pµ,wµq is a solution to (1.2) in the above sense.

Remark 4.3. (1) In consequence of Lemma 5.3 below, the fraction on the right-hand side of (4.3) is
well-defined and Borel. Therefore, Definition 4.2 makes sense.

(2) If pµ,wq has the regularity required by Definition 4.2 and ν “ wµ, then (4.3) is obviously equivalent
to

w “ Ypµ,wq µ´ a.e.

Thus, through (4.3) we have a rigorous interpretation of (1.7).

Definition 4.4 (Solutions to (1.1)-(1.2) and (1.6)-(1.7)). Let T ą 0 and (1.3a)–(1.3c), (1.3e)–(1.3h), and
(4.1) be satisfied. We call a pair of functions pu, vq (pu,wq) a solution to system (1.1)-(1.2) ( (1.6)-(1.7))
in r0, T s ˆ R

d if:

(1) pu, vq (pu,wq) solves (1.1) ( (1.6)) in r0, T s ˆ R
d in the sense of Definition 4.1;

(2) for all t P r0, T s, pupt, ¨q, vpt, ¨qq (pupt, ¨q, wpt, ¨qq) solves (1.1) ( (1.6)) in the sense of Definition 4.2.

The main results of this paper are the following Theorems on local well-posedness of equation (1.7)
and system (1.6)-(1.7).

Theorem 4.5 (Local well-posedness of (1.7)). Let

ρ P
ˆ
0,

1

2

˙

and pµ0, w0q satisfy

µ0 P pM`pBρqqzt0u, (4.4a)

7



w0 P W 1,8pBρ; p0, 1qq, (4.4b)

w0 “ Ypµ0, w0q in Bρ, (4.4c)

X :“ id´ BwYpµ0, w0q is invertible in LpW 1,8pBρqq, (4.4d)

where the partial derivative Bw is taken in the Fréchet sense. Define sets

U1 :“
!
µ P M`pBρq : |µ| “ |µ0| and }µ´ µ0}

MKRpBρq ď C1

)
, (4.5a)

W1 :“
!
w P W 1,8pBρ; r0, 1sq : }w ´ w0}W 1,8pBρq ď C2

)
. (4.5b)

Then, there exist constants C1, C2, C3 ą 0 that depend only on the parameters from (1.3e)–(1.3h) as well
as

|µ0|, ρ, }∇w0}L8pBρq, min
Bρ

w0, max
Bρ

w0,
››X´1

››
LpW 1,8pBρqq

,

such that for all µ P U1 there exists a unique w P W1 for which

w “ Ypµ,wq in Bρ, (4.6)

and the solution map

W1 : U1 Ñ W1 X C2pBρ; p0, 1qq, µ ÞÑ w, (4.7)

is well-defined and Lipschitz continuous in the following sense:

}W1pµ1q ´ W1pµ2q}W 1,8pBρq ď C3}µ1 ´ µ2}
MKRpBρq for all µ1, µ2 P U1. (4.8)

Remark 4.6. The Fréchet partial differentiability of Y with respect to w in the case of a spatial domain
being a ball of radius smaller then 1{2 is established in Lemma 5.10.

Remark 4.7. By Lemma 5.8, every solution to (4.6) satisfies w P C2pBρ; p0, 1qq. Hence, the requirement
w P W1 X C2pBρ; p0, 1qq in (4.7) only restricts the distance to w0.

The proof of Theorem 4.5 is given in Subsection 5.3.

Theorem 4.8 (Local well-posedness of (1.6)-(1.7)). Let d P N, (1.3a)–(1.3c) and (1.3e)–(1.3h) hold, and
be given: numbers m,m8, ρ ą 0 such that

ρ ă min

"
1

2
,

d ` 2

m}χ1}L8pp0,8qq}F }L8p0,1q

*
, (4.9)

and a pair pµ0, w0q that satisfies assumption (4.4) of Theorem 4.5 and

|µ0| “ m.

Define

U2 :“
!
0 ď u0 P L8pRdq : supppu0q Ă B 1

4
ρ,

}u0}L8pRdq ď m8,

}u0}L1pRdq “ m,

}u0 ´ µ0}
MKRpBρq ď 1

2
C1

)
.

Then, there exists a number T1 that depends only on the parameters from (1.3) as well as

m, m8, ρ, }∇w0}L8pBρq, min
Bρ

w0, max
Bρ

w0,
››X´1

››
LpW 1,8pBρqq

, (4.10)

such that for any u0 P U2 there exists a pair of functions pu,wq that solves (1.6)-(1.7) in r0, T1s ˆ R
d in

the sense of Definition 4.4 and satisfies

supppupt, ¨qq Ă Bρ for all t P r0, T1s, (4.11a)

}u´ u0}Cpr0,T1s,MKRpBρqq ď C1, (4.11b)
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and

wpt, ¨q P C2pBρ; p0, 1qq for all t P r0, T1s, (4.12a)

w P Cpr0, T1s;W 1,8pRdqq, (4.12b)

}w ´ w0}Cpr0,T1s;W 1,8pBρqq ď C2. (4.12c)

In the above, constants C1 and C2 are from Theorem 4.5.
The solution is locally unique in the following sense: if for some T P p0, T1s another solution ppu, pwq

in r0, T s ˆ R
d satisfies

pw P Cpr0, T s;W 1,8pRdqq, (4.13a)

} pw ´ w0}Cpr0,T s;W 1,8pBρqq ď C2, (4.13b)

then for all t P r0, T s it holds that

upt, ¨q “ pupt, ¨q a.e. in R
d,

wpt, ¨q “ pwpt, ¨q in Bρ.

Finally, a Lipschitz property holds: for every u0, pu0 P U2 the corresponding solutions pu,wq and ppu, pwq
in r0, T1s ˆ R

d satisfy

max
r0,T1s

}u´ pu}L1pBρq ` }w ´ pw}Cpr0,T1s;W 1,8pBρqq ď C4 }u0 ´ pu0}
L1

´
B ρ

4

¯ , (4.14)

where constant C4 only depends on parameters from (1.3) and (4.10).

This Theorem is proved in Section 8.
Solutions to (1.2) and (1.1)-(1.2) can be recovered from the corresponding solutions to (1.7) and

(1.6)-(1.7), respectively. Moreover, there are no other solutions, as the next two theorems imply.

Theorem 4.9 (Time-independent solutions to (1.2) vs. (1.7)). If pµ, νq is a time-independent solution

to (1.2), then
´
µ, dν

dµ

¯
is a time-independent solution to (1.7).

Theorem 4.10 (Solutions to (1.1)-(1.2) vs. (1.6)-(1.7)). If pu, vq is a solution to (1.1)-(1.2) in r0, T sˆR
d,

then pu,wq is a solution to (1.6)-(1.7) for some w that for all t P r0, T s satisfies

wpt, ¨q is Borel,

wpt, ¨q “ u

v
pt, ¨q a.e. in tu ą 0u.

These Theorems are proved in Subsection 5.3 and Section 8, respectively.

5 Well-posedness of (1.7) for fixed up“: µq

The main goal of this Section is to prove Theorem 4.5, a result on local well-posedness of equation (4.6)
for given µ from a suitable subset of a space of measures and sufficiently close to some µ0 for which a
solution is assumed to exist. Throughout the Section we assume (1.3d)–(1.3h) to hold and also that all
involved functions/measures are time-independent. To highlight the fact that the first argument of Y can
be a measure, we denote it by µ rather than u.

We begin by properly defining operator Y and studying its properties, first in general domains in
Subsection 5.1 and then in a small ball in Subsection 5.2. Some of the presented results are not needed
in Subsection 5.3, where we prove Theorem 4.5. Still, they provide useful insights into the nature of this
new operator.

5.1 Operator Y

Throughout this Subsection we assume

Ω Ă R
d a domain.
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Here we study operator Y from (1.8) for measures in Ω as its first argument. We start with operators
G˘. Set

G˘µpxq :“
ż

Ω

G˘px, yq dµpyq,

whenever the integral exists, and

MGpΩq :“
 
µ P MpΩq : G´|µ| ă 8 in Ω

(
, (5.1a)

M`
GpΩq :“ MGpΩq X M`pΩq. (5.1b)

Our first Lemma ensures that set MGpΩq and operators G˘ applied to its elements are well-defined.

Lemma 5.1. (1) Let µ P M`pΩq. Then G˘µ : Ω Ñ r0,8s are well-defined Borel functions.

(2) MGpΩq and M`
GpΩq are well-defined linear subspace and convex subset, respectively, of MpΩq.

(3) Let µ P MGpΩq. Then G˘µ : Ω Ñ r0,8q are well-defined Borel functions.

Proof. Being superpositions of continuous functions and the characteristic function of an interval,

G˘ : Ω ˆ Ω Ñ r0,8q

are Borel. By Fubini’s theorem,
G˘µ˘ : Ω Ñ r0,8s

are well-defined Borel functions for every µ P MpΩq.
Further, due to continuity of K` and ϕ` and compactness of the support of the latter, G`px, ¨q is

bounded for all x P Ω. Hence, it is integrable against every µ P MpΩq.
The above observations combined readily imply that (1) and (3) hold and sets (5.1) are well-defined.
Finally, it is obvious that MGpΩq is a linear subspace of MpΩq and M`

GpΩq is its convex subset.

Next, we define operator Y for measures. Let

ψ : r0,8q ˆ r0,8q Ñ r0, 1s, ψpa, bq :“
#

a
a`b

for pa, bq ‰ p0, 0q,
1 for pa, bq “ p0, 0q.

(5.2)

The following Lemma can be easily verified by induction.

Lemma 5.2. Let ψ be as defined in (5.2). Then ψ P C8ppr0,8qˆr0,8qqztp0, 0quq, and for all 0 ď k1 ď k

it holds that

Bk
ak1 bk´k1

ψpa, bq “ Ck1,k,1a` Ck1,k,2b

pa ` bqk`1
for all pa, bq P pr0,8q ˆ r0,8qqztp0, 0qu

and
ˇ̌
Bk
ak1 bk´k1

ψpa, bq
ˇ̌

ď Ckpa ` bq´k for all pa, bq P pr0,8q ˆ r0,8qqztp0, 0qu (5.3)

for some constants Ck1,k,1, Ck1,k,2 P R and Ck ą 0.

For µ P M`
GpΩq and a Borel function w : Ω Ñ r0, 1s, we set

Ypµ,wq :“ ψpG`pp1 ´ wqµq,G´pwµqq.

The subsequent Lemma infers that Y is well-defined and measurable.

Lemma 5.3. Let µ P M`
GpΩq, ν P M`pΩq, and ν ď µ. Then

ψpG`pµ ´ νq,G´νq : Ω Ñ r0, 1s

is a well-defined Borel function.

Proof. Due to the assumptions on µ and ν, we have µ´ ν, ν P M`
GpΩq, so Lemma 5.1 applies and yields

that G`pµ ´ νq,G´ν : Ω Ñ r0,8q are well-defined Borel functions. Further, ψ is continuous at every
point of its domain of definition apart from p0, 0q. Hence it is Borel.

Altogether, we have ψpG`pµ ´ νq,G´νq : Ω Ñ r0, 1s is well-defined and, as a composition of Borel
functions, it is also Borel.
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To study directional derivatives of Y, we introduce sets of ’admissible’ directions

Hµ :“ thµ P MKRpΩq : µ` s0hµ P M`pΩq for some s0 ą 0u for µ P M`pΩq,
Hw :“ th : Ω Ñ r´1, 1s Borel : 0 ď w ` s0h ď 1 in Ω for some s0 ą 0u for w : Ω Ñ r0, 1s Borel.

Our next Lemma establishes Gateaux differentiability at a spatial point x.

Lemma 5.4. Assume µ0 P M`
GpΩq, w0 : Ω Ñ r0, 1s Borel, and x P R

d, such that

µ0pΩ XB1pxqq ą 0. (5.4)

Then,

G`pp1 ´ w0qµ0qpxq ` G´pw0µ0qpxq ą 0, (5.5)

and functional
pµ,wq ÞÑ Ypµ,wqpxq

possesses Gateaux partial differentials of any order with respect to µ and w at pµ0, w0q along the directions
from Hµ0

X MGpΩq and Hw0
, respectively. In particular, we have the following formulas:

pBwYpµ0, w0qpxqqh1 “DψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qq ¨ p´G`ph1µ0q,G´ph1µ0qqpxq, (5.6a)

pBµYpµ0, w0qpxqqhµ0
“DψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qq ¨ pG`pp1 ´ w0qhµ0

q,G´pw0hµ0
qqpxq, (5.6b)

and

pBwpBwYpµ0, w0qpxqqh1qh2 “D2ψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qqp´G`ph1µ0q,G´ph1µ0qqT

¨ p´G`ph2µ0q,G´ph2µ0qqT pxq, (5.6c)

pBµpBwYpµ0, w0qpxqqh1qhµ0
“D2ψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qqp´G`ph1µ0q,G´ph1µ0qqT

¨ pG`pp1 ´ w0qhµ0
q,G´pw0hµ0

qqT pxq
`DψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qq ¨ p´G`ph1hµ0

q,G´ph1hµ0
qqpxq (5.6d)

for all hµ0
P Hµ0

X MGpΩq and h1, h2 P Hw0
.

Proof. Let hµ0
P Hµ0

X MGpΩq and let s0 ą 0 be a number such that µ0 ` s0hµ0
P M`

GpΩq. Since
0 P Hµ0

and M`
GpΩq is convex, we have µ0 ` shµ0

P M`
GpΩq for all s P r0, s0s. Similarly, for h P Hw0

we obtain 0 ď w0 ` sh ď 1 for all s P r0, s0s. Therefore, taking the limits necessary to compute partial
directional derivatives along such directions is possible.

Next, we observe that (5.4) implies (5.5). This is because, firstly, ϕ˘ and K˘ are strictly positive in
B1pxq (compare (1.3f) and (1.3g)), so that the kernels G˘px, ¨q are strictly positive there, and secondly,
1´w0, w0 ě 0, and p1´w0qµ0 `w0µ0 “ µ0. Consequently, G

`pp1´w0qµ0qpxq ě 0 and G´pw0µ0qpxq ě 0
cannot be zero at the same time.

Thus, ψ is infinitely many times differentiable at pG`pp1 ´w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qqpxq. This, the fact that
pµ,wq ÞÑ G˘pwµq is bilinear, and the chain rule together imply the infinite directional differentiability of
pµ,wq Ñ Ypµ,wqpxq at pµ0, w0q and formulas (5.6).

5.2 Properties of Y for Ω a small ball

In this Subsection we assume

Ω “ Bρ for some ρ P
ˆ
0,

1

2

˙
. (5.7)

Notation 5.5. To simplify the notation, we do not explicitly mention the dependence on ρ for constants,
mappings, and sets that we introduce in this and subsequent Subsections.

The properties of operator Y that we derive below for this special case allow to establish local existence
of (4.6) in the subsequent Subsection 5.3.

As previously observed in Section 2(IE3), the smallness of the diameter of domain Ω allows to avoid
singularities in G´, as well as zeros in the denominator of Y, ensuring, as we see below in Lemma 5.7
that property (1.3e) holds in the whole of Ω. We formulate a Lemma that addresses the properties of
G˘ in this case.
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Lemma 5.6. Let ρ P p0, 1{2q hold. Then,

G˘ P C2pBρ ˆBρq, (5.8a)

}G˘}C2pBρˆBρq ď C5, (5.8b)

C6 :“ min
 
G˘px, yq : px, yq P Bρ ˆBρ

(
ą 0. (5.8c)

Proof. Since ρ P p0, 1{2q, we have with (1.3e), (1.3f), and (1.3h) that

|x´ y| ă 1 for all px, yq P Bρ ˆBρ. (5.9)

Combined with assumptions 0 ă K˘ P C2 and 0 ă ϕ˘ P C2r0, 1q, (5.9) yields properties (5.8).

Our next Lemma collects several consequences of (5.7) for operators G˘ and Y.

Lemma 5.7. Let ρ P p0, 1{2q. Then:

(1) MpBρq “ MGpBρq;
(2) if µ P M`pBρq, then

µpBρ XB1p¨qq “ |µ| in Bρ (5.10)

and for all w : Bρ Ñ r0, 1s Borel
G`pp1 ´ wqµq ` G´pwµq ěC7|µ| in Bρ; (5.11)

(3) G˘ P LpMpBρq;C2pBρqq and

}G˘}LpMpBρq;C2pBρqq ď C5; (5.12)

(4) G˘pp¨qp¨qq P BpW 1,8pBρq ˆ MKRpBρq;C1pBρqq and

}G˘pp¨qp¨qq}BpW 1,8pBρqˆMKRpBρq;C1pBρqq ď C8; (5.13)

(5) Y : ppM`pBρqqzt0uq ˆ tw : Bρ Ñ r0, 1s Borelu Ñ C2pBρ; r0, 1sq.
Proof. Thanks to (5.8a), function G´px, ¨q is continuous on Bρ. Hence, G´|µ| ă 8 for any µ P MpBρq,
so (1) holds. If µ P M`pBρq, then assumption ρ P p0, 1{2q implies that

Bρ Ă B1pxq for all x P Bρ,

yielding (5.10). As to (5.11), it obviously follows with (1.3d), (5.10), and (5.8c).
Next, we observe each µ P MpBρq produces functions G˘µ that inherit the smoothness that G˘

has and that differentiation of G˘µ is interchangeable with integration in the definitions of G˘. This
is a direct consequence of [23, Chapter 6, Theorems 6.27-6.28] applied to each coordinate xk separately.
In particular, (5.8a) implies that G˘µ P C2pBρq. Further, since hµ P MpBρq for h P W 1,8pBρq and
µ P MpBρq, we have that G˘phµq P C2pBρq. Also, since G˘ is linear, G˘pp¨qp¨qq is bilinear. Hence
the linear and bilinear operators in (3) and (4) are well-defined between the required spaces. Checking
(5.12) and thus boundedness of G˘ is straightforward, given that integration and differentiation can be
interchanged. Combining (3.1) and (5.8b) with the product rule, we can estimate as follows:

max
xPBρ

|G˘phµqpxq| ďmax
xPBρ

}∇ypG`px, ¨qhq}pL8pBρqqn}µ}
MKRpBρq

ď}G˘}C1pBρˆBρq}h}W 1,8pBρq}µ}
MKRpBρq

ďC5}h}W 1,8pBρq}µ}
MKRpBρq

and

max
xPBρ

|∇xG
˘phµqpxq| ďmax

xPBρ

››∇yp∇T
xG

`px, ¨qhq
››

pL8pBρqqn
}µ}

MKRpBρq

ď}G˘}C2pBρˆBρq}h}W 1,8pBρq}µ}
MKRpBρq

ďC5}h}W 1,8pBρq}µ}
MKRpBρq

for all h P W 1,8pBρq and µ P MKRpBρq, yielding (5.13).
By (3), G`pp1´wqµq,G´pwµq P C2pBρq for µ P M`pBρq and w : Bρ Ñ r0, 1s Borel. Thanks to (5.11)

the sum of these functions is bounded below by a positive number if µ ‰ 0. Together with the chain rule
and the smoothness of ψ away from p0, 0q, this implies (5) and completes the proof.
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Our next Lemma shows that under the assumption ρ P p0, 1{2q any solution to (4.6) cannot attain
values 0 and 1 anywhere in Bρ.

Lemma 5.8. Let ρ P p0, 1{2q. Let a pair of µ P pM`pBρqqzt0u and a Borel w : Bρ Ñ r0, 1s be a solution
to (4.6) at every point x P Bρ. Then,

w P C2pBρq,
0 ă min

Bρ

ď max
Bρ

w ă 1.

Proof. By Lemma 5.7(5), w “ Ypµ,wq P C2pBρq. In particular, w is continuous, so the required inequal-
ities are satisfied provided w P p0, 1q in Bρ. Since

tψ “ 0u “ tpa, bq P r0,8q ˆ r0,8q : a “ 0u,

we have

tw “ 0u “tYpµ,wq “ 0u
“tG`pp1 ´ wqµq “ 0u. (5.14)

Since p1 ´ wqµ P M`pBρq and kernel G` is strictly positive in Bρ ˆ Bρ (see Lemma 5.6), (5.14) yields
that either tw “ 0u is empty or w ” 0 in Bρ and p1 ´ wqµ “ 0. The latter combination is impossible
since µ ‰ 0, so w is nowhere zero. In the very same way one verifies that w is nowhere equal one.

Next, we combine Lemmas 5.4 and 5.7 in order to obtain the following result on Gateaux differentia-
bility at every spatial point x.

Lemma 5.9. Let ρ P p0, 1{2q. Let µ0 P pM`pBρqqzt0u and w0 P W 1,8pBρ; p0, 1qq. Then, functional
pµ,wq ÞÑ Ypµ,wqpxq possesses Gateaux partial differentials of any order with respect to µ and w at
pµ0, w0q along the directions from Hµ0

and W 1,8pBρq, respectively, for every x P Bρ. As functions of x,
these Gateaux differentials belong to C2pBρq and formulas (5.6) are satisfied together with inequalities

}pBwYpµ0, w0qp¨qqh1}W 1,8pBρq ďC9}h1}L8pBρq, (5.15a)

}pBµYpµ0, w0qp¨qqhµ0
}W 1,8pBρq ďC9|µ0|´1

`
1 ` }∇w0}L8pBρq

˘
}hµ0

}
MKRpBρq, (5.15b)

}pBwpBwYpµ0, w0qp¨qqh1qh2}W 1,8pBρq ďC9}h1}L8pBρq}h2}L8pBρq, (5.15c)

}pBµpBwYpµ0, w0qp¨qqh1qhµ0
}W 1,8pBρq ďC9|µ0|´1

`
1 ` }∇w0}L8pBρq

˘
}h1}W 1,8pBρq}hµ0

}
MKRpBρq.

(5.15d)

Proof. Since w0 P W 1,8pBρ; p0, 1qq Ă CpBρ; p0, 1qq, we have

0 ă min
Bρ

w0 ď max
Bρ

w0 ă 1,

hence Hw0
“ W 1,8pBρq. Further, Lemma 5.7(1) and (2) yield that µ0 P M`

GpBρq, (5.10) holds, and
Hµ0

X MGpBρq “ Hµ0
. These observations allow us to apply Lemma 5.4, yielding existence of the

Gateaux partial differentials of any order for functional pµ,wq Ñ Ypµ,wqpxq and bounds (5.6) along the
directions from Hµ0

ˆ W 1,8pBρq for all x P Bρ. Furthermore, the resulting differentials are two times
continuously differentiable functions of x due to the chain rule, the smoothness of ψ away from p0, 0q,
and the regularity provided by Lemma 5.7(3).

It remains to establish estimates (5.15). First, using (5.12) and (5.13) and the assumptions on w0, µ0,
and hi, we find that

}G`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q}W 1,8pBρq ďC5}1 ´ w0}L8pBρq|µ0|
ďC5|µ0|, (5.16a)

}G´pw0µ0q}W 1,8pBρq ďC5}w0}L8pBρq|µ0|
ďC5|µ0|, (5.16b)

}G˘phiµ0q}W 1,8pBρq ďC5}hi}L8pBρq|µ0|, i P t1, 2u, (5.16c)

}G`pp1 ´ w0qhµ0
q}W 1,8pBρq ďC8}1 ´ w0}W 1,8pBρq}hµ0

}
MKRpBρq
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ďC8

`
1 ` }∇w0}L8pBρq

˘
}hµ0

}
MKRpBρq, (5.16d)

}G´pw0hµ0
q}W 1,8pBρq ďC8}w0}W 1,8pBρq}hµ0

}
MKRpBρq, (5.16e)

}G˘ph1hµ0
q}W 1,8pBρq ďC8}h1}W 1,8pBρq}hµ0

}
MKRpBρq. (5.16f)

Combining (5.3), (5.11), and (5.16) and using the product and chain rules where necessary, we can
estimate the directional derivatives from (5.6) in Bρ as follows:

|pBwYpµ0, w0qp¨qqh1|
ď|DψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qq||p´G`ph1µ0q,G´ph1µ0qq|
ďC9}h1}L8pBρq, (5.17a)

|∇xppBwYpµ0, w0qp¨qqh1q|
ď|D2ψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qq|p|∇xG

`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q| ` |∇xG
´pw0µ0q|q|p´G`ph1µ0q,G´ph1µ0qq|

` |DψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qq||p´∇xG
`ph1µ0q,∇xG

´ph1µ0qq|
ďC9}h1}L8pBρq, (5.17b)

|BµYpµ0, w0qp¨qqhµ0
|

ď|DψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qq||pG`pp1 ´ w0qhµ0
q,G´pw0hµ0

qq|
ďC9|µ0|´1

`
1 ` }∇w0}L8pBρq

˘
}hµ0

}
MKRpBρq, (5.17c)

|∇xpBµYpµ0, w0qp¨qqhµ0
q|

ď|D2ψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qq|p|∇xG
`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q| ` |∇xG

´pw0µ0q|q
¨ |pG`pp1 ´ w0qhµ0

q,G´pw0hµ0
qq|

` |DψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qq||p∇xG
`pp1 ´ w0qhµ0

q,∇xG
´pw0hµ0

qq|
ďC9|µ0|´1

`
1 ` }∇w0}L8pBρq

˘
}hµ0

}
MKRpBρq, (5.17d)

|pBwpBwYpµ0, w0qp¨qqh1qh2|
ď|D2ψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qq||p´G`ph1µ0q,G´ph1µ0qq||p´G`ph2µ0q,G´ph2µ0qq|
ďC9}h1}L8pBρq}h2}L8pBρq, (5.17e)

|∇xppBwpBwYpµ0, w0qp¨qqh1qh2q|
ď|D3ψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qq|p|∇xG

`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q| ` |∇xG
´pw0µ0q|q|p´G`ph1µ0q,G´ph1µ0qq|

¨ |p´G`ph2µ0q,G´ph2µ0qq| ` |D2ψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qq|
¨ p|p´G`ph1µ0q,G´ph1µ0qq||p´∇xG

`ph2µ0q,∇xG
´ph2µ0qq|

` |p´∇xG
`ph1µ0q,∇xG

´ph1µ0qq||p´G`ph2µ0q,G´ph2µ0qq|q
ďC9}h1}L8pBρq}h2}L8pBρq, (5.17f)

|pBµpBwYpµ0, w0qp¨qqh1qhµ0
|

ď|D2ψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qq||p´G`ph1µ0q,G´ph1µ0qq||pG`pp1 ´ w0qhµ0
q,G´pwhµ0

qq|
` |DψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qq||p´G`ph1hµ0

q,G´ph1hµ0
qq|

ďC9|µ0|´1
`
1 ` }∇w0}L8pBρq

˘
}h1}W 1,8pBρq}hµ0

}
MKRpBρq, (5.17g)

and

|∇xppBµpBwYpµ0, w0qp¨qqh1qhµ0
q|

ď|D3ψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qq|p|∇xG
`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q| ` |∇xG

´pw0µ0q|q|p´G`ph1µ0q,G´ph1µ0qq|
¨ |G`pp1 ´ w0qhµ0

q,G´pwhµ0
q| ` |D2ψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qq|
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¨ p|p´G`ph1µ0q,G´ph1µ0qq||p∇xG
`pp1 ´ w0qhµ0

q,∇xG
´pwhµ0

qq|
` |p´∇xG

`ph1µ0q,∇xG
´ph1µ0qq||pG`pp1 ´ w0qhµ0

q,G´pwhµ0
qq|q

` |DψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qq||p´∇xG
`ph1hµ0

q,∇xG
´ph1hµ0

qq|
` |D2ψpG`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q,G´pw0µ0qq|p|∇xG

`pp1 ´ w0qµ0q| ` |∇xG
´pw0µ0q|q

¨ |p´G`ph1hµ0
q,G´ph1hµ0

qq|
ďC9|µ0|´1

`
1 ` }∇w0}L8pBρq

˘
}h1}W 1,8pBρq}hµ0

}
MKRpBρq. (5.17h)

Combining (5.17), we arrive at (5.15).

The next Lemma deals with the Fréchet partial derivative of Y with respect to w. In particular, we
establish an estimate (see (5.19) below) that we use in Subsection 5.3 in order to prove our local existence
result, Theorem 4.5.

Lemma 5.10. Let ρ P p0, 1{2q. Then, operator Y is continuously partially Fréchet differentiable with
respect to w at each pµ0, w0q P ppM`pBρqqzt0uq ˆ W 1,8pBρ; p0, 1qq. The Fréchet partial derivative is a
compact operator given by

BwYpµ0, w0qh “pBwYpµ0, w0qp¨qqh in Bρ for h P W 1,8pBρq (5.18)

and satisfies the following estimate: for all

w1, w2 P W 1,8pBρ; p0, 1qq,
µ1, µ2 P pM`pBρqqzt0u such that |µ1| “ |µ2| “ |µ0|,
h P W 1,8pBρq

it holds that

}pBwYpµ1, w1q ´ BwYpµ2, w2qqh}W 1,8pBρq

ďC9|µ0|´1
`
1 ` }∇w1}L8pBρq

˘
}h}W 1,8pBρq}µ1 ´ µ2}

MKRpBρq ` C9}h}L8pBρq}w1 ´ w2}W 1,8pBρq. (5.19)

Proof.

Step 1. Let h P W 1,8pBρq be such that }h}L8pBρq ă mintminw0, 1 ´ maxw0u. Thanks to Lemma 5.9,
function s ÞÑ Ypµ0, w0 ` shqpxq is two times continuously differentiable on r0, 1s. By Taylor’s theorem
for real functions, we then have

Ypµ0, w0 ` hqpxq ´ Ypµ0, w0qpxq ´ pBwYpµ0, w0qpxqqh

“Ypµ0, w0 ` hqpxq ´ Ypµ0, w0qpxq ´ d

ds
Ypµ0, w0 ` shqpxq|s“0

“
ż 1

0

p1 ´ sq d
2

ds2
Ypµ0, w0 ` shqpxq ds

“
ż 1

0

p1 ´ sqpBwpBwYpµ0, w0 ` shqpxqqhqh ds. (5.20)

Using (5.6c), we compute the integrand on the right-hand side of (5.20):

p1 ´ sqpBwpBwYpµ0, w0 ` shqpxqqhqh
“p1 ´ sqD2ψpG`pp1 ´ pw0 ` shqqµ0q,G´ppw0 ` shqµ0qqp´G`phµ0q,G´phµ0qqT

¨ p´G`phµ0q,G´phµ0qqT pxq. (5.21)

Exploiting the regularity of ψ and the linearity and regularity of G˘, we conclude that the right-hand
side of (5.21) and its spatial gradient are continuous functions of x and s. Consequently, the spatial
gradient of the right-hand side of (5.20) is the integral of the gradient of the integrand. Together with
(5.20) and (5.15c) this implies

}Ypµ0, w0 ` hq ´ Ypµ0, w0q ´ pBwYpµ0, w0qp¨qqh}W 1,8pBρq

“
››››
ż 1

0

p1 ´ sqpBwpBwYpµ0, w0 ` shqp¨qqhqh ds
››››
W 1,8pBρq
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ď
ż 1

0

p1 ´ sq }pBwpBwYpµ0, w0 ` shqp¨qqhqh}W 1,8pBρq ds

ď
ż 1

0

p1 ´ sqC9}h}2L8pBρq ds

ď1

2
C9}h}2L8pBρq

“o
`
}h}W 1,8pBρq

˘
. (5.22)

From (5.6a) it is clear that h ÞÑ pBwYpµ0, w0qp¨qqh is a linear operator. It is also continuous by (5.15a).
By (5.22), this operator is then the Fréchet derivative of pµ0, w0q with respect to w in W 1,8pBρq.

Furthermore, formula (5.6a) shows that BwYpµ0, w0q is a superposition of multiplication by a smooth
function and an integral operator with a smooth kernel. As in several instances above, this is due to
smoothness of G˘ and ψ by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.6, respectively. Therefore, it is a superposition of bounded
and compact operators, and as such, it is compact.

Step 2. Finally, we derive estimate (5.19). Using smoothness in the Gateaux sense at every point x P Bρ

as provided by Lemma 5.9 and once again Taylor’s theorem for real functions, we compute for every
x P Bρ that

pBwYpµ1, w1qpxq ´ BwYpµ2, w2qpxqqh
“pBwYpµ1, w1qpxq ´ BwYpµ2, w1qpxqqh` pBwYpµ2, w1qpxq ´ BwYpµ2, w2qpxqqh

“
ż 1

0

pBµpBwYpµpsq, w1qpxqqhqhµ ds`
ż 1

0

pBwpBwYpµ2, wpsqqpxqqhqhw ds, (5.23)

where

hw “ w1 ´ w2, hµ “ µ1 ´ µ2,

wpsq “ p1 ´ sqw1 ` sw2, µpsq “ p1 ´ sqµ1 ` sµ2.

Combining (5.23) with (5.15c) and (5.15d), we can estimate as follows:

}pBwYpµ1, w1qp¨q ´ BwYpµ2, w2qp¨qqh}W 1,8pBρq

ď
››››
ż 1

0

pBµpBwYpµpsq, w1qp¨qqhqhµ ds
››››
W 1,8pBρq

`
››››
ż 1

0

pBwpBwYpµ2, wpsqqp¨qqhqhw ds
››››
W 1,8pBρq

ď
ż 1

0

C9|µpsq|´1
`
1 ` }∇w1}L8pBρq

˘
}h}W 1,8pBρq}hµ}

MKRpBρq ds` C9}h}L8pBρq}hw}L8pBρq

“C9|µ0|´1
`
1 ` }∇w1}L8pBρq

˘
}h}W 1,8pBρq}hµ}

MKRpBρq ` C9}h}L8pBρq}hw}L8pBρq,

so (5.19) holds. It remains to observe that this estimate directly implies continuity of the Fréchet deriva-
tive BwY.

We conclude this Subsection with a result for the case of a spatial domain extension.

Lemma 5.11. Let 0 ă ρ0 ă ρ ă 1{2. Let pµ0, w0q be such that

µ0 P pM`pBρ0
qqzt0u,

w0 P W 1,8pBρ0
; p0, 1qq,

pµ0, w0q satisfies (4.6) pointwise in Bρ0
. (5.24)

Define extensions

µ0 :“0 in BρzBρ0
, (5.25a)

w0 :“
#
w0 in Bρ0

,

0 in BρzBρ0
,

(5.25b)

w0 :“Yρpµ0, w0q in BρzBρ0
(5.25c)
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and operators

Xr :“id´ BwYrpµ0, w0q in W 1,8pBrq for r P tρ, ρ0u,

where Yr denotes the realisation of Y corresponding to the spatial domain Br. Then, w0 P C2pBρq and
equation (4.6) is satisfied pointwise in Bρ. Furthermore, Xρ is invertible if and only if Xρ0

is invertible.

Proof. Since ρ ă 1{2, Ypµ0, w0q P C2pBρq by Lemma 5.7(5). With (5.24), (5.25b), and (5.25c) we deduce
that (4.6) is satisfied in Bρ.

It remains to verify the equivalence of invertibility in W 1,8pBρq and W 1,8pBρ0
q. By Lemma 5.10,

Xρ0
and Xρ are Fredholm. Hence, it suffices to check

KerW 1,8pBρqpXρq ‰ t0u ô KerW 1,8pBρ0
qpXρ0

q ‰ t0u. (5.26)

Combining (5.18), (5.6a), and (5.25a), we obtain for all h, h1, h2 P W 1,8pBρq with h1 “ h2 in Bρ0
that

BwYρpµ0, w0qh “BwYρ0
pµ0, w0qh in Bρ0

, (5.27a)

BwYρpµ0, w0qh1 “BwYρpµ0, w0qh2 in Bρ. (5.27b)

With (5.27a) it follows directly that if h P KerW 1,8pBρqpXρq, then h P KerW 1,8pBρ0
qpXρ0

q as well. Con-
versely, let

h0 P KerW 1,8pBρ0
qpXρ0

q. (5.28)

Choose h0 P W 1,8pBρq such that it coincides with h0 on Bρ0
and set

rh0 :“BwYρpµ0, w0qh0 in Bρ. (5.29)

Together, (5.28), (5.29), and (5.27a) imply

rh0 “BwYρpµ0, w0qh0
“BwYρ0

pµ0, w0qh0
“h0
“h0 in Bρ0

. (5.30)

Finally, (5.29), (5.30), and (5.27b) yield

rh0 “BwYρpµ0, w0qh0
“BwYρpµ0, w0qrh0 in Bρ,

meaning that rh0 P KerW 1,8pBρqpXρq. Thus, we have proved that (5.26) holds.

5.3 Local well-posedness of (4.6) for Ω a small ball (proof of Theorem 4.5)

In this Subsection we use the findings in Subsections 5.1 and 5.2 to prove Theorem 4.5 on local well-
posedness of (4.6). Our proof is based on an argument similar to the one used in the proof of the implicit
mapping theorem, see the discussion in Section 2(IE5).

Proof of Theorem 4.5. Define constants

C10 :“1

2
min

#
min
Bρ

w0, 1 ´ max
Bρ

w0

+
, (5.31a)

C11 :“
››X´1

››
LpW 1,8pBρqq

C9, (5.31b)

C2 :“min
!

p1 ` 2C11q´1
, C10

)
, (5.31c)

C1 :“1

2
C´1

11 C2|µ0|
`
1 ` }∇w0}L8pBρq

˘´1
, (5.31d)

C3 :“1

2
C11|µ0|´1

`
1 ` }∇w0}L8pBρq ` C2

˘
. (5.31e)
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Consider operator

W2pµ,wq :“ w ´ X´1pw ´ Ypµ,wqq.

Obviously, solutions of (4.6) are exactly the solutions of

w “ W2pµ,wq. (5.32)

In order to solve (5.32), we prove that W2 is a contraction in its second variable and subsequently use
Banach’s fixed point theorem.

Step 1. To begin with, we establish the following estimates for all µ, µ1, µ2 P U1 and w,w1, w2 P W1:

}W2pµ,w2q ´ W2pµ,w1q}W 1,8pBρq ď1

2
}w1 ´ w2}W 1,8pBρq, (5.33a)

}W2pµ1, wq ´ W2pµ2, wq}W 1,8pBρq ď1

2
C3}µ1 ´ µ2}

MKRpBρq, (5.33b)

}W2pµ,wq ´ w0}W 1,8pBρq ďC2. (5.33c)

Using the generalised Taylor’s theorem [31, Chapter 4, §4.6, Theorem 4.A] and chain rule [31, Chapter
4, §4.3, Proposition 4.10], Lemma 5.10, and the definition of W2, we compute

W2pµ,w2q ´ W2pµ,w1q “
ż 1

0

BwW2pµ,wps1qqh1 ds1

“
ż 1

0

X´1pBwYpµ,wps1qq ´ BwYpµ0, w0qqh1 ds1 in W 1,8pBρq, (5.34a)

W2pµ1, wq ´ W2pµ2, wq “
ż 1

0

BµW2pµps1q, wqhµ ds1

“
ż 1

0

X´1BµYpµps1q, wqhµ ds1 in W 1,8pBρq, (5.34b)

where

h1 :“ w2 ´ w1, hµ :“ µ1 ´ µ2, (5.35a)

wps1q :“ p1 ´ s1qw1 ` s1w2, µps1q :“ p1 ´ s1qµ1 ` µ2. (5.35b)

Combining (4.5), (5.19), (5.31), and (5.35), we can estimate the right-hand side of (5.34a) using, in
particular, convexity of W1 and U1, and obtain

}W2pµ,w2q ´ W2pµ,w1q}W 1,8pBρq

ď
ż 1

0

››X´1
››
LpW 1,8pBρqq

}pBwYpµ,wps1qq ´ BwYpµ0, w0qqh1}W 1,8pBρq ds1

ďC11|µ0|´1
`
1 ` }∇w0}L8pBρq

˘
}w1 ´ w2}W 1,8pBρq}µ´ µ0}

MKRpBρq

` C11}w1 ´ w2}L8pBρq

ż 1

0

}wps1q ´ w0}W 1,8pBρq ds1

ďC11

`
|µ0|´1

`
1 ` }∇w0}L8pBρq

˘
C1 ` C2

˘
}w1 ´ w2}W 1,8pBρq

ď1

2
}w1 ´ w2}W 1,8pBρq,

so (5.33a) holds. In a similar fashion, this time relying on (5.18) and (5.15a) rather than (5.19), we
estimate the right-hand side of (5.34b), concluding that

}W2pµ1, wq ´ W2pµ2, wq}W 1,8pBρq

ď
››X´1

››
LpW 1,8pBρqq

ż 1

0

}BµYpµps1q, wqhµ}W 1,8pBρq ds1

ďC11

ż 1

0

|µps1q|´1 ds1
`
1 ` }∇w}L8pBρq

˘
}hµ}

MKRpBρq

“C11|µ0|´1
`
1 ` }∇w}L8pBρq

˘
}µ1 ´ µ2}

MKRpBρq (5.36)
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ďC11|µ0|´1
`
1 ` }∇w0}L8pBρq ` C2

˘
}µ1 ´ µ2}

MKRpBρq

“1

2
C3}µ1 ´ µ2}

MKRpBρq,

so (5.33b) holds too. Finally, we obtain (5.33c) using (5.36), (5.31d), and (5.33a) and the assumption
that pµ0, w0q solves (4.6):

}W2pµ,wq ´ w0}W 1,8pBρq

“}W2pµ,wq ´ W2pµ0, w0q}W 1,8pBρq

ď}W2pµ,wq ´ W2pµ,w0q}W 1,8pBρq ` }W2pµ,w0q ´ W2pµ0, w0q}W 1,8pBρq

ď1

2
}w ´ w0}W 1,8pBρq ` C11|µ0|´1

`
1 ` }∇w0}L8pBρq

˘
}µ´ µ0}

MKRpBρq

ď1

2
C2 ` C11|µ0|´1

`
1 ` }∇w0}L8pBρq

˘
C1

“C2.

Step 2. Let µ P U1. By Lemma 5.7(5), Y and, hence, W2pµ, ¨q, are well-defined inW1. Furthermore, due
to (5.31a), (5.31c), and (5.33c), W2pµ, ¨q is a self-map and, due to (5.33a), a contraction in this closed
ball of W 1,8pBρq. Applying Banach’s fixed point theorem, we infer the existence of a unique fixed point
w. As mentioned at the beginning of the proof, pµ,wq is then a solution to (4.6). Invoking Lemma 5.8,
we find that w P C2pBρ; p0, 1qq. Altogether, we conclude that the solution map

W1 : U1 Ñ W1 X C2pBρ; p0, 1qq, W1pµq :“ w

is well-defined.
It remains to verify (4.8). Consider µ1, µ2 P U1 and w1 “ W1pµ1q and w2 “ W1pµ2q. Combining

(5.33a) and (5.33b), we obtain

}W1pµ1q ´ W1pµ2q}W 1,8pBρq

“}W2pµ1, w1q ´ W2pµ2, w2q}W 1,8pBρq

ď}W2pµ1, w1q ´ W2pµ1, w2q}W 1,8pBρq ` }W2pµ1, w2q ´ W2pµ2, w2q}W 1,8pBρq

ď1

2
}w1 ´ w2}W 1,8pBρq ` 1

2
C3}µ1 ´ µ2}

MKRpBρq.

This gives

}W1pµ1q ´ W1pµ2q}W 1,8pBρq ďC3}µ1 ´ µ2}
MKRpBρq,

so estimate (4.8) holds.

We conclude this Subsection with a proof of Theorem 4.9.

Proof of Theorem 4.9. Since ν ď µ, the Radon-Nikodym theorem provides the existence of a Radon-
Nykodym derivative dν

dµ
, whereas the Lebesgue differentiation theorem implies that w takes values in

r0, 1s, µ-a.e. Since pµ, νq solves (1.2), pµ, dν
dµ

q then solves (1.7) by definition.

5.4 Solvability of (4.6) for µ0 a point mass

Let us consider a special case when µ0 is a point mass. As seen below, in this situation, equation (4.6)
is explicitly solvable and, moreover, the solution pair pµ0, w0q satisfies (4.4).

Example 5.12 (µ0 point mass). Let ρ P p0, 1q, m ą 0,

µ0 :“ mδ0,

and w0 : Rd Ñ r0, 1s be Borel. Using

supppµ0q “ t0u
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and the linearity of G˘, we compute

Ypµ0, w0q “ p1 ´ w0p0qqG`δ0

p1 ´ w0p0qqG`δ0 ` w0p0qG´δ0
in Bρ, (5.37)

where

G˘δ0 “ G˘p¨, 0q ą 0.

due to assumptions (1.3e)–(1.3h) and ρ ă 1. In particular,

Ypµ0, w0qp0q “ p1 ´ w0p0qqγ`

p1 ´ w0p0qqγ` ` w0p0qγ´
,

where

γ˘ :“G˘p0, 0q ą 0.

Thus, w0 is a solution to (1.7) if and only if

w0p0q “ p1 ´ w0p0qqγ`

p1 ´ w0p0qqγ` ` w0p0qγ´
. (5.38)

Since 0 ď w0p0q ď 1, the only solution that (5.38) has is

w0p0q “
a
γ`

a
γ` `

a
γ´

P p0, 1q. (5.39)

Combining (5.37) and (5.39), we obtain the unique solution to (4.6) in the form

w0 “
a
γ´G`

a
γ´G` `

a
γ`G´

p¨, 0q in Bρ.

Let x P Bρ. Using formula (5.6a), we compute

BwpYpµ0, w0qpxqqh1 “ 1

m
ξpxqh1p0q, (5.40)

where

ξ :“Dψpp1 ´ w0p0qqG`p¨, 0q, w0p0qG´p¨, 0qq ¨ p´G`p¨, 0q, G´p¨, 0qq
PW 1,8pBρq.

In particular,

ξp0q “Dψpp1 ´ w0p0qqγ`, w0p0qγ´q ¨ p´γ`, γ´q

“Dψ
˜ a

γ´

a
γ` `

a
γ´

γ`,

a
γ`

a
γ` `

a
γ´

γ´

¸
¨ p´γ`, γ´q

“ ´ 1. (5.41)

Combining (5.18), (5.40), and (5.41), we conclude that operator

Xh1 “h1 ´ BwYpδ0, w0qh1

“h1 ´ 1

m
ξh1p0q

is invertible in W 1,8pBρq, its inverse being

X p´1qg “ g ` 1

m` 1
ξgp0q.

Thus, pµ0, w0q satisfies all conditions in (4.4).
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6 Well-posedness of a PDE with PM diffusion and fixed advec-
tion direction

In this Section we consider the Cauchy problem for a PDE with the PM diffusion (1.4) and a fixed
advection direction V :

Btu “ ∆u2 ´ ∇ ¨ pV uχpuqq in p0, T s ˆ R
d, (6.1a)

up0, ¨q “ u0 in R
d. (6.1b)

Later in Section 7 we take

V “ w p∇H ‹ uq ,

which turns (6.1a) into (1.6a).
For V ” 0, (6.1a) is a special case of the standard porous media equation that was covered in depth

in [28]. Many works also addressed (6.1a) for either constant V or χ ” 1, see e.g. references in the
survey [20]. More recent studies have concentrated on the case χ ” 1 and V that belongs to a possibly
anisotropic Lp,q-space. We refer the interested reader to the detailed explorations in [18, 19] as well as
references therein.

In our setting, both χ and V are non-constant. Since we were unable to locate the necessary facts
specifically for this particular scenario and moreover, need to account for dependencies on the parameters
in the estimates for its solutions for the purpose of our analysis in Sections 7 and 8, we provide all required
results. For the reader’s convenience, we include proofs in most cases even though they follow standard
patterns.

The rest of the Section is decomposed into two parts. We start with developing well-posedness in
Subsection 6.1. In Subsection 6.2, we deal with the situation when the initial value u0 is compactly
supported. We verify that the support of the corresponding solution cannot explode for small times.

6.1 Well-posedness of (6.1)

In this Subsection we aim at establishing well-posedness of (6.1). For V and u0 we consider the following
set of assumptions: for some T ą 0

V P pL8pET qqd , (6.2a)

V P L8,1pET q, (6.2b)

∇ ¨ V P L8pET q, (6.2c)

∇ ¨ V P L8,1pET q; (6.2d)

and

0 ďu0 P L8pRdq X L2pRdq, (6.3a)

u0 P L1pRdq. (6.3b)

Not all of them are required for each result.
We introduce the following notion of (sub/super-) solution to (6.1).

Definition 6.1 ((Sub/super-)solutions to (6.1)). Let T ą 0 and (6.2a), (1.3a), and (6.3a) be satisfied.
We call a function u : r0, T s ˆ R

d Ñ r0,8q a solution to (6.1) in r0, T s ˆ R
d if:

(1) u P L8
`
0, T ;L8pRdq X L2pRdq

˘
;

(2) u
3
2 P L2

`
0, T ;H1pRdq

˘
;

(3) Btu P L2
`
0, T ;H´1pRdq

˘
, Btu P L8

´
0, T ;

`
W 2,ppRdq

˘1
¯
for all p P r1,8s;

(4) u satisfies (6.1a) in a weak,

〈Btu, ϕ〉 “ ´
ż

Rd

`
∇u2 ´ V uχpuq

˘
¨ ∇ϕdx a.e. in p0, T q for all ϕ P H1pRdq, (6.4a)
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and a very weak,

〈Btu, ϕ〉 “
ż

Rd

u2∆ϕ ` V uχpuq ¨ ∇ϕdx a.e. in p0, T q for all ϕ P
8ď

p“1

W 2,ppRdq, (6.4b)

senses;

(5) up0, ¨q “ u0 in H´1pRdq.

We call u a subsolution (supersolution) to (6.1) in r0, T s ˆ R
d if “ is replaced by ď (ě) in (6.4a)

and (6.4b).

Our first Lemma deals with uniqueness of solutions to (6.1).

Lemma 6.2. Under the assumptions of Definition 6.1 solutions to (6.1) are unique.

Proof. We use a version of the duality argument that is standard when dealing with weak solutions of an
equation with PM diffusion. The nonlinearity in the advection term is handled similar to [12, Section 2],
[11, Chapter 9, Section 2].

Let u and pu be two solutions corresponding to u0 and V . Subtracting the very weak formulations
(6.4b) for these solutions, we obtain for their difference

〈Bt pu´ puq , ϕ〉 “
ż

Rd

`
u2 ´ pu2

˘
∆ϕdx `

ż

Rd

V puχpuq ´ puχ ppuqq ¨ ∇ϕdx (6.5)

for ϕ P H2pRdq a.e. in p0, T q. Consider the equation

´∆ϕ ` ϕ “ u´ pu. (6.6)

As is well-known, ´∆ ` id : Hk`2
`
R

d
˘

Ñ Hk
`
R

d
˘
is an isometric isomorphism for all k P Z. Since

u, pu P L8,2pET q and Btu, Btpu P L2
`
0, T ;H´1pRdq

˘
, we have

ϕ P L8
`
p0, T q;H2pRdq

˘
X C

`
r0, T s;H1pRdq

˘
, Btϕ P L2

`
0, T ;H1pRdq

˘
,

}ϕ}H1pRdq “ }u´ pu}H´1pRdq in r0, T s.

Plugging ϕ into (6.5) and integrating over p0, tq for t P p0, T q, we obtain using standard calculus of
functions with values in a Hilbert space

1

2

„ż

Rd

|∇ϕ|2 ` ϕ2 dx

t

0

“
ż t

0

1

2

d

dt

ż

Rd

|∇ϕ|2 ` ϕ2 dx ds

“
ż t

0

〈Bt p´∆ϕ` ϕq , ϕ〉 ds

“ ´
ż t

0

ż

Rd

`
u2 ´ pu2

˘
pu´ puq dx ds `

ż

Rd

`
u2 ´ pu2

˘
ϕdxds

`
ż t

0

ż

Rd

V puχpuq ´ puχ ppuqq ¨ ∇ϕdxds in r0, T s. (6.7)

Due to the assumptions on χ, we have

|z1χ pz1q ´ z2χ pz2q | “
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ż z2

z1

sχ1 psq ` χ psq ds
ˇ̌
ˇ̌

ď2}χ1}L8pp0,8qq

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ż z2

z1

s ds

ˇ̌
ˇ̌

“}χ1}L8pp0,8qq

ˇ̌
z21 ´ z22

ˇ̌
. (6.8)

Combining (6.7) and (6.8) with the basic algebraic inequalities

`
z21 ´ z22

˘
pz1 ´ z2q ě C12

ˇ̌
ˇz

3
2

1 ´ z
3
2

2

ˇ̌
ˇ
2

,

ˇ̌
z21 ´ z22

ˇ̌
ď C13 pmaxtz1, z2uq

1
2

ˇ̌
ˇz

3
2

1 ´ z
3
2

2

ˇ̌
ˇ
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and using Hölder’s and Young’s inequalities, we estimate as follows:

1

2

„ż

Rd

|∇ϕ|2 ` ϕ2 dx

t

0

ď ´ C12

ż t

0

ż

Rd

ˇ̌
ˇu 3

2 ´ pu 3
2

ˇ̌
ˇ
2

dx ds ` C13} pu, puq }
1
2

L8p0,T ;pL8pRdqq2q

ż t

0

ż

Rd

ˇ̌
ˇu 3

2 ´ pu 3
2

ˇ̌
ˇ |ϕ| dx ds

` C14}|V |}pL8pET qqd} pu, puq }
1
2

L8p0,T ;pL8pRdqq2q

ż t

0

ż

Rd

ˇ̌
ˇu 3

2 ´ pu 3
2

ˇ̌
ˇ |∇ϕ| dx ds

ďC15

ż t

0

ż

Rd

|∇ϕ|2 ` |ϕ|2 dx ds in r0, T s, (6.9)

where C15 depends on norms of u, pu, χ, and V . Applying Grönwall’s inequality to (6.9) yields

}ϕ ptq }2H1pRdq ďet2C15}ϕp0q}2H1pRdq in r0, T s. (6.10)

Combining (6.6) and (6.10) and using ϕp0, ¨q “ u0 ´ u0 “ 0 yields uniqueness.

As is customary in such cases, we seek to obtain solutions to (6.1) as limits of solutions puǫmq,

ε P p0, 1q and m P N,

to initial-boundary value problems (IBVPs) in balls for non-degenerate diffusion-advection equations with
regular coefficients,

Btuεm “ ε∆uεm ` ∆u2εm ´ ∇ ¨ pVεuεmχε puεmqq in p0, T s ˆBm, (6.11a)

uεm “ 0 in p0, T s ˆ Sm, (6.11b)

uεmp0, ¨q “ uε0 in Bm, (6.11c)

extending them to the whole space by

uεm “ 0 in r0, T s ˆ
`
R

dzBm

˘
.

We make the following assumptions on the coefficient functions χε and Vε and the initial data uε0:

χε P C2
b pr0,8qq , χp0q “ 0, (6.12a)

Vε P C1,2
b

`
r0, T s ˆ R

d;Rd
˘
, (6.12b)

0 ď uε0 P C3
0

`
R

d
˘
. (6.12c)

The main purpose of the subsequent Lemmas is to collect useful estimates for solutions to (6.11). Most
of them continue to hold for solutions to (6.1) and are used in the proofs in Sections 7 and 8.

Lemma 6.3. Let (6.12) be satisfied and let m ě diam psupp puε0qq. Then, the IBVP (6.11) possesses a
unique classical solution uεm P C1,2

`
r0, T s ˆBm

˘
. The solution satisfies the following set of estimates:

0 ď uεm ď C16 pT, χε, Vε, uε0q in r0, T s ˆBm, (6.13a)

}uεm}2L8p0,T ;L2pBmqq ` ε}|∇uεm|}2L2p0,T ;L2pBmqq `
›››
ˇ̌
ˇ∇u

3
2
εm

ˇ̌
ˇ
›››
2

L2p0,T ;L2pBmqq
ď C17 pT, χε, Vε, uε0q , (6.13b)

}Btuεm}2L2p0,T ;H´1pBmqq ď C18 pT, χε, Vε, uε0q , (6.13c)

where

C16 pT, χε, Vε, uε0q :“ }uε0}L8pRdqe
T }χε}L8pp0,8qq}∇¨Vε}L8pET q , (6.14a)

C17 pT, χε, Vε, uε0q :“ }uε0}2L2pRdqe
TC19}χ1

ε}2L8pp0,8qq}|Vε|}2L8pET qC16pT,χε,Vε,uε0q
, (6.14b)

C18 pT, χε, Vε, uε0q :“ C17 pT, χε, Vε, uε0qC20 max
!
1, C16 pT, χε, Vε, uε0q , T }χε}2L8pp0,8qq}|Vε|}2L8pET q

)
.

(6.14c)
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Proof. Since (6.11a) is a non-degenerate quasilinear parabolic PDE, standard theory (see, e.g. [25,
Chapter V, §6, Theorem 6.1]) implies that the IBVP (6.11) possesses a unique classical solution uεm
provided it is a priori bounded. That is the case if (6.13a) holds. Thus, to complete the proof of the
Lemma it remains to prove that estimates (6.13) are a priori valid.

Estimates (6.13a) are a direct application of the maximal principle for non-degenerate parabolic PDEs.
Further, multiplying equation (6.11a) by ϕ P H1

0 pBmq and integrating by parts using (6.11b), we
obtain the following weak reformulation:

〈Btuεm, ϕ〉 “ ´
ż

Bm

ε∇uεm ¨ ∇ϕ `
`
∇u2εm ´ Vεuεmχε puεmq

˘
¨ ∇ϕdx in p0, T q for ϕ P H1

0 pBmq .

(6.15)

Taking ϕ “ uεm in (6.15) and using assumptions on χε, the chain rule, and Hölder’s and Young’s
inequalities, we deduce

1

2

d

dt
}uεm}2L2pBmq ` ε}|∇uεm|}2L2pBmq

“ ´ 8

9

›››
ˇ̌
ˇ∇u

3
2
εm

ˇ̌
ˇ
›››
2

L2pBmq
` 2

3

ż

Bm

Vεu
1
2
εmχε puεmq ¨ ∇u

3
2
εm dx

ď ´ 1

2

›››
ˇ̌
ˇ∇u

3
2
εm

ˇ̌
ˇ
›››
2

L2pBmq
` C19}χ1

ε}2L8pp0,8qq}|Vε|}2L8pET q}uεm}L8p0,T ;L8pBmqq}uεm}2L2pBmq. (6.16)

Applying Grönwall’s inequality to (6.16) yields

}uεmpt, ¨q}2L2pBmq ` 2ε}|∇uεm|}2L2p0,T ;L2pBmqq `
›››
ˇ̌
ˇ∇u

3
2
εm

ˇ̌
ˇ
›››
2

L2p0,T ;L2pBmqq

ď}uε0}2L2pRdqe
t2C19}χ1

ε}2L8pp0,8qq}|Vε|}2L8pET q}uεm}L8p0,T ;L8pBmqq , for t P r0, T s. (6.17)

Together, (6.17) and (6.13a) yield (6.13b).
Next, we estimate the right-hand side of (6.15) in H´1 pBmq:

}Btuεm}H´1pBmq ďε}|∇uεm|}L2pBmq

` 4

3
}uεm}

1
2

L8p0,T ;L8pBmqq

›››
ˇ̌
ˇ∇u

3
2
εm

ˇ̌
ˇ
›››
L2pBmq

` }χε}L8pp0,8qq}|Vε|}L8pET q}uεm}L2pBmq in p0, T q. (6.18)

Taking the L2p0, T q norm on both sides of (6.18), we deduce

}Btuεm}L2p0,T ;H´1pBmqq ďε}|∇uεm|}L2p0,T ;L2pBmqq

` 4

3
}uεm}

1
2

L8p0,T ;L8pBmqq

›››
ˇ̌
ˇ∇u

3
2
εm

ˇ̌
ˇ
›››
L2p0,T ;L2pBmqq

` T
1
2 }χε}L8pp0,8qq}|Vε|}L8pET q}uεm}L8p0,T ;L2pBmqq. (6.19)

Combining (6.19) with (6.13a) and (6.13b) yields (6.13c).

Our next Lemma deals with stability in L1.

Lemma 6.4. Let χε satisfy (6.12a), Vε, pVε satisfy (6.12b), and uε0, puε0 satisfy (6.12c), as well as

m ě maxtdiam psupp puε0qq , diam psupp ppuε0qqu.

Then, the corresponding pair of classical solutions uεm and puεm to the IBVP (6.11) satisfies for t P r0, T s

}puεm ´ puεmq pt, ¨q}L1pBmq

ď }uε0 ´ puε0}L1pRdq

` C21 pT, χε, Vε, puε0q
ˆ›››uεm∇ ¨

´
Vε ´ pVε

¯›››
L1pp0,T q;L1pBmqq

`
›››u

1
2
εm

ˇ̌
ˇVε ´ pVε

ˇ̌
ˇ
›››
L2p0,T ;L2pBmqq

˙
, (6.20)

where

C21 pT, χε, Vε, puε0q :“ 4

3
}χε}C1

b
pr0,8qq max

!
1, C

1
2

17 pT, χε, Vε, puε0q
)

(6.21)

and C17p. . . q is as defined in (6.14).
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Proof. The proof follows a standard scheme and relies on a version of Kato’s inequality. Let uεm and
puεm be two classical solutions to the IBVP (6.11) for given Vε and pVε, respectively. Their difference

Uεm :“ puεm ´ uεm

satisfies

BtUεm “∆ pa0Uεmq ´ ∇ ¨
´
ĂVεUεm

¯
´ b0 puεmq∇ ¨

´
pVε ´ Vε

¯
´
´
pVε ´ Vε

¯
b1 puεmq∇u

3
2
εm in p0, T q ˆBm,

(6.22)

where

a0 :“ε` uεm ` puεm ą 0, (6.23a)

b0pzq :“zχεpzq, (6.23b)

b1 pzq :“2

3
z´ 1

2 b1
0 pzq

“2

3
z

1
2

ˆ
χ1
ε pzq `

ż 1

0

χ1
ε pszq ds

˙
, (6.23c)

rV :“pVε pb0 ppuεmq ´ b0puεmqq

“pVε
ż 1

0

b1
0 pspuεm ` p1 ´ squεmq ds. (6.23d)

Multiplying (6.22) by sign pUεmq, integrating over Bm, by parts where necessary, and using (6.23), the
chain rule, and Kato’s and Hölder’s inequalities, we can estimate as follows in r0, T s:

d

dt

ż

Bm

|Uεm| dx

“
ż

Bm

sign pa0Uεmq∆ pa0Uεmq dx´
ż

Bm

∇ ¨
´
rV |Uεm|

¯
dx (6.24)

´
ż

Bm

sign pUεmq b0 puεmq∇ ¨
´
pVε ´ Vε

¯
dx´

ż

Bm

sign pUεmq
´
pVε ´ Vε

¯
¨ b1 puεmq∇u

3
2
εm dx,

ď
ż

Bm

ˇ̌
ˇb0 puεmq∇ ¨

´
pVε ´ Vε

¯ˇ̌
ˇ dx`

ż

Bm

ˇ̌
ˇ
´
pVε ´ Vε

¯
b1 puεmq∇u

3
2
εm

ˇ̌
ˇ dx

ď}χε}L8pp0,8qq

›››uεm∇ ¨
´
pVε ´ Vε

¯›››
L1pBmq

` 4

3
}χ1

ε}L8pp0,8qq

›››
ˇ̌
ˇ∇u

3
2
εm

ˇ̌
ˇ
›››
L2pBmq

›››u
1
2
εm

ˇ̌
ˇVε ´ pVε

ˇ̌
ˇ
›››
L2pBmq

.

(6.25)

Here we have used a version of Kato’s inequality [22] provided by a combination of [6, Theorems 1.2-1.3]:
for all f P W 1,1

0 pBmq such that ∆u P L1pBmq we have Bνf P L1pSmp0qq and
ż

Bm

signpfq∆f dx ď ´
ż

Smp0q

|Bνf | dx,

ď0 (6.26)

where Bνf denotes the outer normal derivative of f in the trace sense. It is inequality (6.26) that allows
to estimate the first term on the right-hand side of (6.24) from above by zero.

Integrating (6.25) over r0, T s and using Hölder’s inequality yields

}Uεmpt, ¨q}L1pBmq ´ }Uεmp0, ¨q}L1pBmq

ď}χε}L8pp0,8qq

›››uεm∇ ¨
´
pVε ´ Vε

¯›››
L1pp0,T q;L1pBmqq

` 4

3
}χ1

ε}L8pp0,8qq

›››
ˇ̌
ˇ∇u

3
2
εm

ˇ̌
ˇ
›››
L2p0,T ;L2pBmqq

›››u
1
2
εm

ˇ̌
ˇVε ´ pVε

ˇ̌
ˇ
›››
L2p0,T ;L2pBmqq

ď4

3
}χε}C1

b
pr0,8qq max

"
1,
›››∇u

3
2
εm

›››
L2p0,T ;L2pBmqq

*

¨
ˆ›››uεm∇ ¨

´
pVε ´ Vε

¯›››
L1pp0,T q;L1pBmqq

`
›››u

1
2
εm

ˇ̌
ˇVε ´ pVε

ˇ̌
ˇ
›››
L2p0,T ;L2pBmqq

˙
in r0, T s. (6.27)

Finally, combining (6.27) with (6.13b), we arrive at (6.20).
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A comparison property in L1 holds as well.

Lemma 6.5. Let χε satisfy (6.12a), Vε satisfy (6.12b), and uε0, puε0 satisfy (6.12c) as well as

m ě maxtdiam psupp puε0qq , diam psupp ppuε0qqu.

Then, any corresponding pair of classical subsolution uεm and supersolution puεm to the IBVP (6.11)
satisfies

››puεm ´ puεmq` pt, ¨q
››
L1pRdq

ď
››puεm ´ puεmq` p0, ¨q

››
L1pRdq

for t P r0, T s.

We omit the proof of Lemma 6.5 since it can be carried out very similar to that of Lemma 6.9.

With the results from Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4 at hand, we can now establish existence and estimates for
(6.1).

Lemma 6.6. Let (6.2a), (6.2c), (1.3a), and (6.3a) be satisfied. Then, the Cauchy problem (6.1) possesses
a unique solution u in terms of Definition 6.1. The solution satisfies the following set of estimates:

}u}L8pET q ď C16 pT, χ, V, u0q , (6.28a)

}u}2L8,2pET q `
›››
ˇ̌
ˇ∇u 3

2

ˇ̌
ˇ
›››
2

L2pET q
ď C17 pT, χ, V, u0q , (6.28b)

}Btu}L2p0,T ;H´1pRdqq ď C18 pT, χ, V, u0q , (6.28c)

where Cis are as in (6.14).

Sketch of the proof. Lemma 6.2 provides uniqueness, so we only need to prove existence. Since the
arguments are standard, we omit most details. To begin with, we choose families of regularised coefficient
functions χε and Vε and initial data uεm0 for

ε P p0, 1q and m ě 2

as follows:

Vε :“ ζd`1,ε ‹ V, V :“ 0 in p´8, 0q ˆ R
d, (6.29)

χε :“ ζ1,ε ‹ pp1 ´ η1,2εqχq , χ :“ 0 in p´8, 0q, (6.30)

uεm0 :“ ζd,ε ‹
`
ηd,m

2
u0
˘
, (6.31)

where

ζk,εpxq :“ ε´kζ1
`
ε´1|x|

˘
in R

k, ζ1psq :“
#
C´1e

1

s2´1 for |s| ă 1,

0 for |s| ě 1,
C :“

ż 1

´1

e
1

s2´1 ds, (6.32)

ηk,Rpxq :“ η1
`
R´1|x|

˘
in R

k, η1 P C8
0 pr0, 1q; r0, 1sq, η1 “ 1 in

„
0,

1

2


. (6.33)

This choice and standard properties of convolution ensure that (6.12) is satisfied and for every ε P p0, 1q
and m ě 2 it holds that

Vε
˚á

εÑ0
V in pL8pET qqd , (6.34a)

Vε Ñ
εÑ0

V in pLppET qqd , p P r1,8q, (6.34b)

∇ ¨ Vε ˚á
εÑ0

∇ ¨ V in L8pET q, (6.34c)

∇ ¨ Vε Ñ
εÑ0

∇ ¨ V in L1pET q, (6.34d)

}|Vε|}L8pET q ď}|V |}L8pET q, (6.35a)

}∇ ¨ Vε}L8pET q ď}∇ ¨ V }L8pET q, (6.35b)
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χε Ñ χ in C1
b

`
R

`
0

˘
, (6.36)

supppuεm0q Ă Bm, (6.37a)

}uεm0}L8pRdq ď }u0}L8pRdq, (6.37b)

uεm0 Ñ
εÑ0

Ñ
mÑ8

u0 in L2pRdq. (6.37c)

Since all estimates from Lemma 6.3 hold for any ε P p0, 1q and 2 ď m P N, a standard argument based on
compactness and a limit procedure yields the existence of a solution u (defined in terms of Definition 6.1)
for the Cauchy problem (6.1) such that

uεkml
Ñ

kÑ8
Ñ

lÑ8
u a.e. in ET (6.38)

for some sequences pεkq and pmlq. The solution satisfies estimates (6.28), which can be obtained by taking
the limit inferior on both sides of each estimate in (6.13) and using the weak-˚ continuity of norms, as
well as (6.35)–(6.37).

Out next two Lemmas contain some results on continuity with respect to time.

Lemma 6.7. Let the assumptions of Lemma 6.6 be satisfied. Assume additionally that u0 P L1pRdq.
Then, the solution u to the Cauchy problem (6.1) satisfies

u P Cw

`
r0, T s;L8pRdq X L1pRdq

˘

and

}u}L1pRdq ” }u0}L1pRdq in r0, T s. (6.39)

Proof. Consider ηd,n, n P N, as defined by (6.33). Then,

ηd,n Ñ
nÑ8

1 in R
d, (6.40a)

ηd,n
˚á

nÑ8
1 in W 2,8pRdq. (6.40b)

Using Btu P L8
´
0, T ;

`
W 2,8pRdq

˘1
¯
, (6.4b) for ϕ ” 1, (6.40b), and integrability of u0, we deduce that

lim
nÑ8

ż

Rd

upt, ¨qηd,n dx “ 〈upt, ¨q, 1〉

“}u0}L1pRdq for t P r0, T s. (6.41)

With (6.40a) and (6.41) and Fatou’s lemma it follows that

ż

Rd

upt, ¨q dx ď lim
nÑ8

ż

Rd

upt, ¨qηd,n dx (6.42a)

“
ż

Rd

u0 dx for t P r0, T s, (6.42b)

so that u P L8,1pET q. Since ηd,n P r0, 1s, we conclude with (6.42) that

}upt, ¨q}L1pRdq “ }u0}L1pRdq for t P r0, T s.

Finally, we confirm weak continuity. Since

u P C
`
r0, T s;H´1pRdq

˘
X L8

`
0, T ;L8pRdq X L1pRdq

˘
,

L8pRdq X L1pRdq Ă L2pRdq Ă H´1pRdq,

[27, Chapter 3, §1, Lemma 1.4] applies and yields

u P Cw

`
r0, T s;L8pRdq X L1pRdq

˘
,

as required.
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The next Lemma provides an estimate for the solution change over time.

Lemma 6.8. Let the assumptions of Lemma 6.6 be satisfied. Then, the solution u to the Cauchy problem
(6.1) satisfies for all 0 ď τ ă t ď T , R ą 0, and

ϕ Lipschitz, ϕp0q “ 0, }∇ϕ}L8pRdq ď 1 (6.43)

the estimate
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ż

Rd

pupt, ¨q ´ upτ, ¨qqηd,Rϕdx
ˇ̌
ˇ̌ ď pt ´ τq 1

2R
d
2C22C18 pT, χ, V, u0q , (6.44)

where ηd,R is the cut-off function from (6.33) and C18p. . . q is as defined in (6.14).

Proof. With (6.33) and (6.43), the chain rule, and Hölder’s inequality we have

}∇ pηd,Rϕq}
L2pRdq “ }ηd,R∇ϕ ` ϕ∇ηd,R}

L2pRdq

ď }∇ϕ}L8pRdq }ηd,R}
L2pRdq `R }∇ϕ}L8pRdq }∇ηd,R}

L2pRdq

ďR d
2

?
2 }ηd,1}

H1pRdq

“R d
2C22. (6.45)

Combining (6.45) and (6.28c) and Hölder’s inequality, we obtain

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ż

Rd

pupt, ¨q ´ upτ, ¨qqηd,Rϕdx
ˇ̌
ˇ̌ ď

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ż t

τ

〈Btu, ηd,Rϕ〉 ds
ˇ̌
ˇ̌

ďpt ´ τq 1
2 }∇ pηd,Rϕq}

L2pRdq }Btu}L2p0,T ;H´1pRdqq

ďpt ´ τq 1
2R

d
2C22C18 pT, χ, V, u0q ,

as required.

Next, we establish L1 stability for (6.1).

Lemma 6.9. Let χ satisfy (1.3a), V, pV satisfy (6.2), and u0, pu0 satisfy (6.3). Then, the corresponding
solutions u and pu to the Cauchy problem (6.1) satisfy

max
r0,T s

}u´ pu}L1pRdq

ď }u0 ´ pu0}L1pRdq

` C23 pT, χ, V, u0q
ˆ
T
›››1tuą0u∇ ¨

´
V ´ pV

¯›››
L8,1pET q

` T
1
2

›››1tuą0u

ˇ̌
ˇV ´ pV

ˇ̌
ˇ
›››
L8pET qXL8,1pET q

˙
, (6.46)

where

C23 pT, χ, V, u0q :“ C21 max
!
C16, C

1
2

16

)
pT, χ, V, u0q (6.47)

and C16 and C21 are as defined in (6.14a) and (6.21), respectively.

Proof. Since solutions to (6.1) are unique, they can be obtained as limits of approximations such as
introduced in (6.29)–(6.33) in the proof of Lemma 6.6. In particular,

}u0 ´ pu0}L1pRdq “ lim
mÑ8

lim
εÑ0

}uεm0 ´ puεm0}L1pRdq . (6.48)

The corresponding solution families puεmq and ppuεmq satisfy estimates (6.13) from Lemma 6.3. There-
fore, a standard application of the Lions-Aubin lemma, a diagonal argument, and the above mentioned
uniqueness of the limit solutions together imply that

}u´ pu}L1pRdq “ sup
Rą0

}u´ pu}L1pBRq

“ sup
Rą0

lim
mÑ8

lim
εÑ0

}uεm ´ puεm}L1pBRq

ďlim inf
mÑ8

lim inf
εÑ0

}uεm ´ puεm}L1pBmq a.e. in p0, T q.
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Further, since assumptions of Lemma 6.4 are satisfied, puεmq and ppuεmq satisfy estimate (6.20). Passing
to the limit inferior on both sides of (6.20) and using (6.36), (6.38), (6.48), (6.49), (6.13a), (6.34b), (6.34d),
and (6.37b) and the dominated convergence theorem, we arrive at the inequality

}u´ pu}L1pRdq ď }u0 ´ pu0}L1pRdq ` C21 pT, χ, V, u0q
ˆ›››u∇ ¨

´
V ´ pV

¯›››
L1pET q

`
›››u 1

2

ˇ̌
ˇV ´ pV

ˇ̌
ˇ
›››
L2pET q

˙
a.e.

(6.49)

Using Hölder’s inequality and interpolation inequalities in Lp spaces on the right-hand side of (6.49) and
the fact that u, pu P Cwpr0, T s;L1pRdqq finally yields (6.46).

A comparison property in L1 also holds.

Lemma 6.10. Let χ satisfy (1.3a), V satisfy (6.2), and u0, pu0 satisfy (6.3). Then, any corresponding
pair of subsolution u and supersolution pu to the Cauchy problem (6.1) satisfies

››pu´ puq` pt, ¨q
››
L1pRdq

ď
››pu´ puq` p0, ¨q

››
L1pRdq

for t P r0, T s.

We omit the proof of Lemma 6.10 since it can be carried out very similar to that of Lemma 6.9.

6.2 Non-explosion of support for small times

In this Subsection we show that the support of a solution to (6.1) that has a sufficiently small support
at the initial time cannot explode on a short time interval. More precisely, our result is as follows.

Lemma 6.11. Let χ satisfy (1.3a), V satisfy (6.2), and u0 satisfy (6.3). Define

C24pT, χ, V q :“ 1

4pd` 2q}p∇ ¨ V q´}L8pET q}χ}L8pp0,8qq, (6.50a)

ρ1pT, χ, V q :“ d ` 2

}|V |}L8pET q}χ1}L8pp0,8qq
, (6.50b)

ρ2 pT, χ, V, aq :“
ˆ
1 ´ C24pT, χ, V q

a

˙
ρ1pT, χ, V q, (6.50c)

T2pT, χ, V, ρ, a, bq :“ 1

8a
ln

ˆ
1

b
min tρ, ρ2 pT, χ, V, aqu

˙
, (6.50d)

ρa,bptq :“ bet4a, (6.50e)

where constants a, b, δ, and ρ are such that

0 ă ρ ď ρ1pT, χ, V q, (6.50f)

δ P p0, 1q, (6.50g)

b P pδρ, ρq, (6.50h)

a ą C24pT, χ, V q
1 ´ b

ρ1pT,χ,V q

, (6.50i)

a ě
}u0}L8pRdq

b2 ´ pδρq2 . (6.50j)

Then,

supppu0q Ă Bδρ

implies for any corresponding supersolution u : r0, T s ˆ Ω Ñ r0,8q (in terms of Definition 6.1) to (6.1)
that

supppupt, ¨qq Ă Bρa,bptq, ρa,bptq P p0, ρq

for all t P r0,min tT, T2pT, χ, V, ρ, a, bquq.
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Proof. Following a common approach for equations with PM diffusion (see, e.g. [28, Chapter 14]), we
construct a supersolution to (6.1a) that is supported in Bρ and is no smaller than u for t P r0, T2s.

Direct computation shows that

Ua,bpt, xq :“a
`
b2et8a ´ |x|2

˘
`

for pt, xq P R ˆ R
d (6.51)

is a strong and, hence, a weak and very weak solution to

BtU “ ∆U2 ` 4pd ` 2qaU in R ˆ R
d (6.52)

and has the following properties:

supppUa,bpt, ¨qq “ Bρa,bptq, ρa,bptq :“ bet4a for t P R, (6.53)

and

Ua,bpt, ¨q P W 1,8pRdq, }∇Ua,bpt, ¨q}L8pRdq “ 2abet4a for t P R. (6.54)

Due to (6.53) we have

ρa,bptq ă ρ for t P
„
0,min

"
T,

1

4a
ln
´ρ
b

¯*˙
, (6.55)

whereas (6.51), (6.50h), and (6.50j) imply

inf
Bδρ

Ua,bp0, ¨q “a
`
b2 ´ pδρq2

˘
ě }u0}L8pRdq. (6.56)

We are going to show that Ua,b is a supersolution to (6.1a) in r0, T3s ˆ R
d if T3 P p0, T s is sufficiently

small. Since Ua,b satisfies equation (6.52), being a supersolution to (6.1a) is equivalent to

4pd` 2qaUa,b ` ∇ ¨ pV Ua,bχ pUa,bqq ě 0 a.e. in p0, T3s ˆ R
d.

Using (6.54), (6.50a), and (6.50b) and the assumptions on V and χ, we can estimate as follows:

4pd ` 2qaUa,b ` ∇ ¨ pV Ua,bχ pUa,bqq
“4pd ` 2qaUa,b ` p∇ ¨ V qUa,bχ pUa,bq ` V

`
Ua,bχ

1 pUa,bq ` χ pUa,bq
˘
∇Ua,b

ě4pd ` 2qaUa,b ´ }p∇ ¨ V q´}L8pET q}χ}L8pp0,8qqUa,b

´ 2}|V |}L8pET q}χ1}L8pp0,8qq}∇Ua,b}L8pRdqUa,b

ě4pd ` 2qaUa,b

ˆ
1 ´ 1

4pd` 2qa}p∇ ¨ V q´}L8pET q}χ}L8pp0,8qq

´ 1

d` 2
}|V |}L8pET q}χ1}L8pp0,8qqbe

t4a

˙

ě4pd ` 2qaUa,b

ˆ
1 ´ C24pT, χ, V q

a
´ b

ρ1pT, χ, V qe
t4a

˙

ě0 a.e. in p0,mintT, T3pχ, V , a, bqus ˆ R
d,

where

T3pχ, V , a, bq :“ 1

4a
ln

ˆ
ρ2 pT, χ, V, aq

b

˙
ą 0

due to (6.50c) and (6.50i). Consequently, Ua,b is indeed a supersolution to (6.1) on r0, T3p. . . qs ˆ R
d.

Altogether, we have shown that Ua,b : r0,min tT, T2p. . . qus ˆ R
d Ñ r0,8q is a weak supersolution

to (6.1a), Ua,bp0, ¨q ě u0 holds a.e. due to (6.56), and Ua,bp¨q is supported in Bρa,bp¨q due to (6.55).

Now we can apply Lemma 6.10 and conclude that u ď Ua,b a.e. in r0,min tT, T2p. . . qus ˆ R
d. Hence,

supppupt, ¨qq Ă Bρa,bptq for all t P r0,min tT, T2p. . . qus, as required.
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7 Well-posedness of (1.6) for fixed w

In this Section we study the Cauchy problem (1.6) for a fixed w. We refer to Section 2(PDE1) and (PDE2)
for the discussion of this equation. Our proofs here rely on the results collected for the Cauchy problem
(6.1) in Section 6. In order to produce a fixed advection direction as in (6.1a), we take

V :“ Vpw, uq :“ wp∇H ‹ uq. (7.1)

In Subsection 7.1 we establish some useful properties of such V needed in order to analyse (1.6) in
Subsection 7.2.

7.1 Properties of H and V

In this Subsection we establish some properties of kernel H from (1.3b) and the bilinear operator V from
(7.1).

Lemma 7.1 (Properties of H). Let F P C1pr0,8qq, and H as defined in (1.3b). Then,

(1) H P W 1,8pRdq, ∇H is supported in B1,

∇H “ ´1r0,1sF p| ¨ |q sign in B1zt0u, (7.2)

and

}∇H}pL8pRdqqd “max
r0,1s

|F |, (7.3a)

}∇H}pL1pRdqqd “2d
ˇ̌
Bd´1

1

ˇ̌ ż 1

0

|F psq|sd´1 ds; (7.3b)

(2) for d ě 2, it holds that ∇∇TH P pMpRdqqdˆd,

∇∇TH “ ´
ˆ
F 1p| ¨ |q sign signT `F p| ¨ |q

| ¨ |
`
Id ´ sign signT

˘˙
Ld pB1zt0uq

`
`
F p1q sign signT

˘
Hd´1 S1, (7.4)

max
k,lPt1,...,du

››B2
xkxl

H
››
MpRdq

ďHd´1pS1q
ˆż 1

0

ˆ
|F 1psq| ` |F psq|

s

˙
sd´1 ds ` F p1q

˙
, (7.5)

and

∆H “ ´
ˆ
F 1p| ¨ |q ` pd ´ 1qF p| ¨ |q

| ¨ |

˙
Ld pB1zt0uq ` F p1qHd´1 S1, (7.6)

}∆H}
MpRdq ďHd´1pS1q

ˆż 1

0

ˆ
|F 1psq| ` pd ´ 1q |F psq|

s

˙
sd´1 ds ` F p1q

˙
; (7.7)

for d “ 1, it holds that

H2 “ ´F 1p| ¨ |qL1 p´1, 1q ´ F p0qδ0 ` F p1qpδ1 ` δ´1q

and

}H2}MpRdq “2

ż 1

0

|F 1psq| ds ` F p0q ` 2F p1q.

Proof. (1) Consider

Gpτq :“ ´
ż τ

0

1r0,1sF psq ds for τ ě 0.

Since 1r0,1sF P L8pp0,8qq X Cpp0,8qzt1uq, we have G P W 1,8pRq and

G1 “ ´1r0,1sF in p0,8qzt1u.
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Being a superposition of two W 1,8 functions, G and | ¨ |, H is then also a W 1,8 function. Using
the chain rule and the fact that

∇|x| “ signpxq for x ‰ 0,

we obtain (7.2). Equality (7.3a) is an evident consequence of (7.2). As to (7.3b), it follows from
(7.2) by direct computation and the fact that

ż

S1

|x|1 dx “2d

ż

S1Xtx1ą0u

x1 dx

“2d
ˇ̌
Bd´1

1

ˇ̌
.

(2) We only consider the case d ě 2. Similar arguments work for d “ 1. Calculations are, in fact,
simpler in that case.

Observe that ∇H is a product of three functions which are locally of bounded variation (BV).
Indeed, since 1r0,1sp| ¨ |q “ 1B1

, i.e. is the characteristic function of a set with a smooth boundary
of a finite perimeter, 1r0,1sp| ¨ |q is of BV. Hence, its distributional gradient is a finite measure. The
gradient consists only of the jump part:

∇1r0,1sp| ¨ |q “ ´ signHd´1 S1. (7.8)

This can be obtained, e.g. by using the divergence theorem:

〈

∇1r0,1sp| ¨ |q, ϕ
〉

“ ´
ż

B1

∇ ¨ ϕdx

“ ´
ż

S1

ϕ ¨ x dHd´1 for ϕ P pC1
c pRdqqd.

As to x ÞÑ x
|x| , this function has a locally integrable derivative given by

∇T signpxq “ 1

|x|
`
Id ´ sign signT

˘
pxq for x ‰ 0. (7.9)

Hence, it is also locally of BV. Finally, this is also true for ´F p| ¨ |q as it is a composition of C1 and
W 1,8 functions and as such is locally W 1,8.

Further, since suppp∇Hq Ă B1, ∇∇TH is also supported in B1. Having checked that ∇H is a
product of functions of BV locally, we can apply the product rule for BV functions (a consequence
of the chain rule for a smooth outer function, see, e.g. [1, Chapter 3, §3.10, Theorem 3.96])
in a bounded open ball which contains B1. Combined with (7.8) and (7.9), this theorem yields
∇H P pBV pRdqqd and formula (7.4). Formula (7.6) for the divergence of H follows by computing
the trace of the density matrices on the right-hand side of (7.4).

Finally, (7.5) and (7.7) are easily obtained by direct calculation from (7.4) and (7.6), respectively,
using standard properties of finite measures. We omit further details.

Lemma 7.2. Let assumptions of Lemma 7.1 be satisfied. Let V be as defined in (7.1) and O Ă R
d be a

domain. Then,

V PBpL8pOq ˆ L1pRdq; pL1pOqqdq
XBpL8pOq ˆ L1pRdq; pL8pOqqdq

∇ ¨ pV p¨, ¨qq PBpW 1,8pOq ˆ L1pRdq;L1pOqq
XBpW 1,8pOq ˆ L8pRdq;L8pOqq,

and

}Vpw, uq}pL1pOqqd ďC25}w}L8pOq}u}L1pRdq, (7.10a)

}Vpw, uq}pL8pOqqd ďC26}w}L8pOq}u}L1pRdq, (7.10b)

}∇ ¨ pVpw, uqq}L1pOq ďC27}w}W 1,8pOq}u}L1pRdq, (7.10c)

}∇ ¨ pVpw, uqq}L8pOq ďC28}w}W 1,8pOq}u}L8pRdq, (7.10d)
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where

C25 :“}∇H}pL1pRdqqd ,

C26 :“}∇H}pL8pRdqqd , (7.11)

C27 :“}∇H}pL1pRdqqd ` }∆H}MpRdq,

C28 :“}∇H}pL8pRdqqd ` }∆H}MpRdq.

Proof. Bilinearity is obvious, so we only verify that V and ∇ ¨ pV p¨, ¨qq are well-defined continuous maps
and satisfy the required estimates.

We first study the term ∇H ‹ u and its divergence for u P L1
locpRdq using the properties of the

derivatives of H that we established in Lemma 7.1. We may assume that u is Borel. Indeed, otherwise
we can redefine it on a set of Lebesgue measure zero to obtain a Borel representative. This would not
change the values of ∇H ‹ u. Since ∇H P L8pRdq and is compactly supported, ∇H ‹ u is well-defined.
Further, since ∆H P MpRdq and is compactly supported, formula (4.2.5) from [17, Chapter 4] can be
applied, yielding

∇ ¨ p∇H ‹ uq “ ∆H ‹ u (7.12)

in the distributional sense.
In view of ∇H P L1pRdq X L8pRdq, Young’s inequality for convolutions implies that ∇H ‹ u P

L1pRdq X L8pRdq for u P L1pRdq or u P L8pRdq, and

}∇H ‹ u}pL1pRdqqd ď}∇H}pL1pRdqqd}u}L1pRdq, (7.13a)

}∇H ‹ u}pL8pRdqqd ď}∇H}pL8pRdqqd}u}L1pRdq, (7.13b)

}∇H ‹ u}pL8pRdqqd ď}∇H}pL1pRdqqd}u}L8pRdq. (7.13c)

Next, since u is Borel and ∆H is a finite vector measure, [5, Proposition 3.9.9] applies and yields ∆H ‹u P
L1pRdq for u P L1pRdq and ∆H ‹ u P L8pRdq for u P L8pRdq, and

}∆H ‹ u}L1pRdq ď}∆H}MpRdq}u}L1pRdq, (7.14a)

}∆H ‹ u}L8pRdq ď}∆H}MpRdq}u}L8pRdq. (7.14b)

Now we return to the original bilinear maps. First, assume w P L8pOq. Then, the productwp∇H‹uq is
a well-defined function. Combining (7.13a) and (7.13b) with Hölder’s inequality, directly yields estimates
(7.10a) and (7.10b), respectively.

Let w P W 1,8pOq. Due to the chain rule and (7.12), the divergence of ∇H ‹ u is well-defined and
satisfies

∇ ¨ pwp∇H ‹ uqq “wp∆H ‹ uq ` ∇w ¨ p∇H ‹ uq a.e. in O. (7.15)

Estimating the right-hand side of (7.15) using Hölder’s inequality and (7.13a) and (7.14a) ((7.13c)
and (7.14b)), we finally arrive at (7.10c) ((7.10d)).

Lemma 7.3. Let assumptions of Lemma 7.1 be satisfied. Let V be as defined in (7.1), O Ă R
d be a

domain, and T ą 0. Then,

V PBpL8pp0, T q ˆOq ˆ L8,1pET q; pL8,1pp0, T q ˆOqqdq
XBpL8pp0, T q ˆOq ˆ L8,1pET q; pL8pp0, T q ˆOqqdq

∇ ¨ pV p¨, ¨qq PBpL8p0, T ;W 1,8pOqq ˆ L8,1pET q; pL8p0, T ;L1pOqqqdq
XBpL8p0, T ;W 1,8pOqq ˆ L8pET q; pL8p0, T ;L8pOqqqdq,

and

}Vpw, uq}pL8,1pp0,T qˆOqqd ďC25}w}L8pp0,T qˆOq}u}L8,1pET q, (7.16a)

}Vpw, uq}pL8pp0,T qˆOqqd ďC26}w}L8pp0,T qˆOq}u}L8,1pET q, (7.16b)

}∇ ¨ pVpw, uqq}L8p0,T ;L1pOqq ďC27}w}L8p0,T ;W 1,8pOqq}u}L8,1pET q, (7.16c)

}∇ ¨ pVpw, uqq}L8p0,T ;L8pOqq ďC28}w}L8p0,T ;W 1,8pOqq}u}L8pET q, (7.16d)

where Cis are as in Lemma 7.2.
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Proof. By Lemma 7.2, V is a bounded bilinear map between the corresponding time-independent spaces.
Hence it is well-defined, bilinear, and bounded as a mapping between the considered time-dependent
spaces and preserves strong measurability. Estimates (7.16) are a direct consequence of the corresponding
bounds (7.10).

For later use, we define

C29 :“maxtC27, C28u. (7.17)

7.2 Well-posedness of (1.6) and non-explosion of support

In this Subsection, we establish several results for the Cauchy problem (1.6) for a fixed w. They include
local well-posedness as well as non-explosion of support. Although Theorem 4.8 requires compactly
supported u0, here we allow for more general initial data.

Notation 7.4. To simplify notation, unlike in Section 6, we explicitly mention only the parameters T
and S for the constants/mappings Ci and sets Ui and Wi introduced in this Subsection.

Theorem 7.5 (Local well-posedness of (1.6)). Let (1.3a)–(1.3c) be satisfied and m,m8 ą 0 be some
numbers. For T P p0, 1s and S ą 0 define

C30pSq :“2C29}χ}L8pp0,8qqm8S, (7.18a)

C31pSq :“8

3
C29}χ}C1

b
pr0,8qq max

!
1,m

1
2m

1
2
8e

1
2
TC19}χ1}2

L8pp0,8qqC
2
29m

2m8eTC30pSq
)

¨ max
!
m8e

TC30pSq,m8e
1
2
TC30pSq

)
, (7.18b)

C32pT, Sq :“ 1

1 ´ T
1
2SC31pSq

, (7.18c)

C33pT, Sq :“ T
1
2C31pSqm

1 ´ T
1
2SC31pSq

, (7.18d)

T4pSq :“min

#
1,

ln 2

C30pSq ,
1

pSC31pSqq2

+
(7.18e)

and

U3 :“t0 ď u0 P L8pRdq X L1pRdq : }u0}L1pRdq ď m, }u0}L8pRdq ď m8u,
U4pT q :“t0 ď u P L8,1pET q X L8pET q : }u}L1pRdq ď m, }u}L8pRdq ď 2m8 a.e. in p0, T qu,

(7.19)

W2pT, Sq :“t0 ď w P L8p0, T ;W 1,8pRdqq : }w}L8p0,T ;W 1,8pRdqq ď Su,

where C29 is from (7.17) and C19 is as in (6.14b). Then, if

u0 P U3

and

w P W2pT, Sq (7.20a)

for some

S ą 0, (7.20b)

0 ă T ă T4pSq, (7.20c)

then there exists a unique u such that pu,wq is a solution in r0, T sˆR
d to (1.6) (in terms of Definition 4.1).

The solution map

U1 : U3 ˆW2pT, Sq Ñ U4pT q, pu0, wq ÞÑ u,

is well-defined and Lipschitz continuous in the following sense:

}U1pu0, wq ´ U1ppu0, pwq}L8,1pET q ďC32pT, Sq }u0 ´ pu0}L1pRdq ` C33pT, Sq }w ´ pw}Cpr0,T s;W 1,8pOqq (7.21)

for any open O Ă R
d such that

tU1pu0, wq ą 0u Ă r0, T s ˆO. (7.22)
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Proof. Let T , S, and w satisfy (7.20), u0 P U3, and ū P U4pT q. Then, (6.2) holds for

V :“ Vpū, wq,

as demonstrated in Lemma 7.3. Let u be the corresponding solution to (6.1) (in terms of Definition 6.1).
Its existence and uniqueness is established in Lemma 6.6. Further, since u0 P L1pRdq is assumed,
Lemma 6.8 implies that u has the regularity as required in Definition 4.1. Set

U2pu0, w, ūq :“ u.

We prove that U2pu0, w, ¨q is a self map and a contraction in U4. To start, we verify that U2pu0, w, ¨q
maps into a bounded subset of L8pRdq. From estimates (6.28a) and (7.16d) we obtain

}u}L8pET q ďC16pT, χ,Vpw, ūq, u0q
ďm8e

T }χ}L8pp0,8qq}∇¨Vpw,ūq}L8pET q

ďm8e
TC29}χ}L8pp0,8qq}w}

L1,8p0,T ;W1,8pRdqq
}ū}L8pET q

ďm8e
2TC29}χ}L8pp0,8qqm8S

“m8e
TC30pSq, (7.23)

with C30 as defined in (7.18a). Next, we establish a stability property for U2. For u0, pu0 P U3, w, pw P
W2pT, Sq, and u, pu P U4pT q we have the following estimate due to (6.39), (6.46), and (7.16) and bilinearity
of V :

}U2pu0, w, uq ´ U2ppu0, pw, puq}L8,1pET q ´ }u0 ´ pu0}L1pRdq

ďC23pT, χ,Vpw, uq, u0q

¨
´
T
››1tuą0u∇ ¨ pVpw, uq ´ Vp pw, puqq

››
L8,1pET q

` T
1
2

››1tuą0u|Vpw, uq ´ Vp pw, puq|
››
L8pET qXL8,1pET q

¯

ďT 1
2C23p. . . q

¨
´

}∇ ¨ pVpw, u ´ puqq}L8,1pET q `
››1tuą0u∇ ¨ pVpw ´ pw, puq

››
L8,1pET q

`}|Vpw, u´ puq|}L8pET qXL8,1pET q `
››1tuą0u|Vpw ´ pw, puq|

››
L8pET qXL8,1pET q

¯

ď2T
1
2C29C23p. . . q

¨
´

}w}L1,8p0,T ;W 1,8pRdqq}u´ pu}L8,1pET q `m }w ´ pw}Cpr0,T s;W 1,8pOqq

¯

ď2T
1
2C29C23p. . . qS}u´ pu}L8,1pET q ` 2T

1
2C29C23p. . . qm }w ´ pw}Cpr0,T s;W 1,8pOqq , (7.24)

where O Ă R
d is any open set such that

tu ą 0u Ă p0, T q ˆO.

We can further estimate 2C29C23p. . . q using (6.47), (7.23), and (7.16b) and the interpolation inequality
for Lp spaces:

2C29C23pT, χ,Vpw, uq, u0q “2C29C21 max
!
C16, C

1
2

16

)
pT, χ,Vpw, uq, u0q

ďC31pSq, (7.25)

with C31 as defined in (7.18b). Combining (7.24) and (7.25), we obtain

}U2pu0, w, uq ´ U2ppu0, pw, puq}L8,1pET q

ďT 1
2SC31pSq}u´ pu}L8,1pET q ` T

1
2C31pSqm }w ´ pw}Cpr0,T s;W 1,8pOqq ` }u0 ´ pu0}L1pRdq . (7.26)

Altogether, we see from (6.39), (7.19), (7.23), and (7.26) that U2pu0, w, ¨q is a self-map and a contrac-
tion in U4pT q for any u0 P U3 and

0 ă T ă T4pSq,

with T4 as defined in (7.18e). Equipped with the metric generated by the }¨}L8,1pET q, U4pT q is a complete
metric space. Hence, we can apply Banach’s fixed point theorem, which produces the unique solution to
(1.6) in ET (in the sense of Definition 4.1). We define

U1 : U3 ˆW2pT, Sq Ñ U4pT q, U1pu0, wq :“ u,
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where u is the first component of the solution corresponding to u0 and w.
It remains to verify (7.21). Plugging u “ U1pu0, wq and pu “ U1ppu0, pwq, into (7.26), we obtain

}U1pu0, wq ´ U1ppu0, pwq}L8,1pET q ďT 1
2SC31pSq}U1pu0, wq ´ U1ppu0, pwq}L8,1pET q

` T
1
2C31pSqm }w ´ pw}Cpr0,T s;W 1,8pOqq ` }u0 ´ pu0}L1pRdq , (7.27)

for O as in (7.22). Since T
1
2SC31pSq ă 1, (7.27) yields

}U1pu0, wq ´ U1pu0, pwq}L8,1pET q ď T
1
2C31pSqm

1 ´ T
1
2SC31pSq

}w ´ pw}Cpr0,T s;W 1,8pOqq

` 1

1 ´ T
1
2SC31pSq

}u0 ´ pu0}L1pRdq ,

so (7.21) holds.

Our next result ensures that the support of a solution to (1.6) does not explode over small times.

Theorem 7.6 (Support control for (1.6)). Let the assumptions of Theorem 7.5 be satisfied. Define

C34pSq :“S 1

4pd` 2qC28}χ}L8pp0,8qqm8,

C35pt, Sq :“e
t4max

#
m8

b2´pδρq2
,1`

C34pSq

1´ b
ρ3

+

,

and

ρ3 :“ d ` 2

m}χ1}L8pp0,8qq}F }L8p0,1q

and let

u0 P U3, (7.28a)

supppu0q Ă B 1
4
ρ for some ρ P p0, ρ3s. (7.28b)

Then, there exists a function
T5 : p0,8q Ñ p0, T4pSqs,

with the following property: if

w P W2pT, Sq and 0 ď w ď 1 in r0, T s ˆ R
d (7.29a)

for some

S ą 0, (7.29b)

0 ă T ă T5pSq, (7.29c)

then the u-component of the corresponding unique solution to (1.6) in r0, T sˆR
d satisfies for all t P r0, T s:

supppupt, ¨qq Ă B ρ
2
C35pt,Sq, (7.30a)

0 ă C35pt, Sq ď C35pT, Sq ă 2. (7.30b)

Here C28 is from Lemma 7.2 and W2 and T4 are from Theorem 7.5.

Proof. Let T , S, and w satisfy (7.29) and (7.20c). Then, Theorem 7.5 provides a unique solution with
the first component u P U4pT q corresponding to such u0 and w. Set

V :“ Vpu,wq.

Combining (7.3a), (6.39), (7.11), (7.16b), and (7.16d), we obtain for the functions defined in Lemma 6.11:

C24pT, χ, V q ďC34pSq,
ρ1pT, χ, V q ěρ3,
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ρ2 pχ, V, aq ě
ˆ
1 ´ C34pSq

a

˙
ρ3

“:ρ4pS, aq.

This leads to the following sufficient conditions on a, b, δ, and ρ:

0 ă ρ ď ρ3, (7.31a)

δ P p0, 1q, (7.31b)

b P pδρ, ρq, (7.31c)

a ą C34pSq
1 ´ b

ρ3

, (7.31d)

a ě m8

b2 ´ pδρq2 . (7.31e)

By assumption (7.28b) we have (7.31a) satisfied. Take

δ :“1

4
,

b :“1

2
ρ,

a :“max

#
m8

b2 ´ pδρq2 , 1 ` C34pSq
1 ´ b

ρ3

+
,

so that all conditions (7.31) are met. Finally, set

T5pSq :“min

"
T4pSq, 1

8a
ln

ˆ
1

b
min tρ, ρ4pS, aqu

˙*
.

Now Lemma 6.11 applies and yields (7.30).

The next Theorem provides a bound that controls the solution change in KR norm over small times.

Theorem 7.7 (Local stability in MKR for (1.6)). Let the assumptions of Theorem 7.6 be satisfied. Then,
there exists a function

C36 : p0,8q Ñ p0,8q
with the following property: if T, S, and w satisfy (7.29), then the u-component of the corresponding
unique solution to (1.6) in r0, T s ˆ R

d satisfies

}upt, ¨q ´ u0}
MKRpBρq ď t

1
2C36pSq for all t P r0, T s. (7.32)

.

Proof. Let T , S, and w satisfy (7.29) and (7.20c). We apply estimate (6.44) from Lemma 6.8 taking

V :“ Vpu,wq,
τ :“ 0,

R :“ 2ρ.

By (6.33) we have ηd,2ρ ” 1 in Bρ. Combining this observation with (3.1) and (6.44), we conclude that

}upt, ¨q ´ u0}
MKRpBρq ďt 1

2 p2ρq
d
2C37C18 pT, χ,Vpu,wq, u0q for all t P p0, T s. (7.33)

Estimating in the same fashion as, e.g. in the proof of Theorem 7.5, one readily finds that

p2ρq
d
2C37C18 pT, χ,Vpu,wq, u0q ď C36pSq (7.34)

for a suitable function C36. Combining (7.33) and (7.34), we arrive at (7.32).
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8 Local well-posedness of (1.6)-(1.7) and (1.1)-(1.2) (proofs of

Theorems 4.8 and 4.10)

Notation 8.1. To simplify the notation, we do not explicitly mention the dependence on the parameters
listed in Theorem 4.8 for constants, mappings, and sets the we introduce in the proof below.

Notation 8.2. We assume that any operator P acting on a space V of time-independent functions
extends to time-dependent functions v : r0, T s Ñ V , T ą 0 in the natural way, i.e.

Pvpt, ¨q :“ Ppvpt, ¨qq.

Finally we are ready to prove Theorem 4.8 on local well-posedness of system (1.6)-(1.7). The proof
is based on decoupling the two equations, solving them separately by means of the tools established in
Sections 5 and 7, and then applying Banach’s fixed point theorem.

Proof of Theorem 4.8.

Step 1. To begin with, we extend the result of Theorem 4.5 in order to solve (1.7) in the time-dependent
setting. For T ą 0 we define

U5pT q :“
!
u P U4pT q : supppupt, ¨qq Ă Bρ for all t P r0, T s,

u´ µ0 P Cpr0, T s;MKRpBρqq,

}upt, ¨q ´ µ0}
MKRpBρq ď C1 for all t P r0, T s

)
,

and

W3pT q :“
!
w P Cpr0, T s;W 1,8pBρ; r0, 1sqq : }wpt, ¨q ´ w0}W 1,8pBρq ď C2 for all t P r0, T s

)
,

where C1 and C2 are from Theorem 4.5 and U4pT q is from Theorem 7.5. Then,

u P U5pT q ñ upt, ¨q P U1 for all t P r0, T s, (8.1)

w P W3pT q ñ wpt, ¨q P W1 for all t P r0, T s.

We are given a pair pµ0, w0q that meets the conditions of Theorem 4.5. With (8.1) and Theorem 4.5 it
follows that

u P U5pT q ñ W1pupt, ¨qq P W1 for all t P r0, T s

and

}W1pupt1, ¨qq ´ W1pupt2, ¨qq}W 1,8pBρq ď C3}upt1, ¨q ´ upt2, ¨q}L1pBρq for all t1, t2 P r0, T s,

yielding

W1 : U5pT q Ñ W3pT q. (8.2)

Step 2. We turn to equation (1.6) that we want to solve for u0 P U2 and w P W3pT q and ensure that the
u-component of the solution belongs to U5pT q. In order to use the theory prepared in Subsection 7.2 for
this equation, we first extend w from Bρ to the whole of Rd. For this purpose, we introduce an extension
operator E such that

E P LpW 1,8pBρq;W 1,8pRdqq,
Ew “ w in Bρ,

EpW 1,8pBρ; r0, 1sqq Ă W 1,8pRd; r0, 1sq,
}E}LpW 1,8pBρq;W 1,8pRdqq ă 2.

Consequently,

E P LpCpr0, T s;W 1,8pBρqq;Cpr0, T s;W 1,8pRdqqq, (8.3a)

Ew “ w in r0, T s ˆBρ, (8.3b)
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EpCpr0, T s;W 1,8pBρ; r0, 1sqqq Ă Cpr0, T s;W 1,8pRd; r0, 1sqq, (8.3c)

}E}LpCpr0,T s;W 1,8pBρqq;Cpr0,T s;W 1,8pRdqqq “ }E}LpW 1,8pBρq;W 1,8pRdqq ă 2. (8.3d)

Define

C38 :“2p}w0}W 1,8pBρq ` C2q, (8.4a)

T6 :“min

#
T5pC38q,

ˆ
C1

2C36pC38q

˙2
+
, (8.4b)

where T5 and C36 originate from Theorems 7.6 and 7.7, respectively. Due to (4.9), each u0 P U2 Ă U3,
where U3 is as defined in Theorem 7.5, satisfies (7.28). Hence, Theorems 7.5–7.7 apply and together with
(8.4) yield

U1pU2 ˆW2pT,C38qq ĂU5pT q for T P p0, T6q, (8.5)

where U1 and W2 are as defined in Theorem 7.5. Furthermore, due to (8.3a) and (8.4a),

EpW3pT qq Ă W2pT,C38q for T ą 0. (8.6)

From (8.5) and (8.6) we deduce

U1pU2 ˆ EpW3pT qqq Ă U5pT q for T P p0, T6q. (8.7)

Step 3. In view of (8.2) and (8.7), for any T P p0, T6q the map

S1 : U2 ˆ U5pT q Ñ U5pT q, S1pu0, uq :“ U1pu0, EW1puqq

is well-defined. Let u0, pu0 P U2, and u, pu P U5pT q. Using (3.2), (4.8), and (7.21), we estimate

}S1pu0, uq ´ S1ppu0, puq}L8,1pET q ´ C32pT,C38q }u0 ´ pu0}L1pRdq

ďC33pT,C38q }W1puq ´ W1ppuq}Cpr0,T s;W 1,8pBρqq

ďC3C33pT,C38q }u´ pu}Cpr0,T s;MKRpBρqq

ďρC3C33pT,C38q }u´ pu}L8,1pET q .

Recalling (7.18d), we see that

ρC3C33pT,C38q Ñ
TÑ0

0.

Consequently, there exists some

T1 P p0, T6q,

such that for any T P p0, T1s, u0, pu0 P U2, and u, pu P U5pT q it holds that

}S1pu0, uq ´ S1ppu0, puq}L8,1pET q ď 1

2
}u´ pu}L8,1pET q ` 1

2
C39 }u0 ´ pu0}L1pRdq . (8.8)

Due to (8.8), S1pu0, ¨q is a self-map and contraction in this space for any u0 P U2. Equipped with the
metric generated by the L8,1pET q-norm, U5pT q is clearly a complete metric space. Hence, Banach’s fixed
point provides the existence of a unique fixed point

u P U5pT q.

Define the solution map

S2 : U2 Ñ U5pT q, S2pu0q :“ u.

Plugging u :“ S2pu0q and pu :“ S2ppu0q into (8.8), we arrive at

}S2pu0q ´ S2ppu0q}L8,1pET q ď C39 }u0 ´ pu0}L1pRdq . (8.9)

Together with (3.2) and (4.8), estimate (8.9) leads to

}S2pu0q ´ S2ppu0q}L8,1pET q ` }W1pS2pu0qq ´ W1pS2ppu0qq}Cpr0,T s;W 1,8pBρqq ď C4 }u0 ´ pu0}L1pRdq . (8.10)
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Define

S3 : U2 Ñ U5pT q ˆ EpW3pT qq, S3pu0q :“ pS2pu0q, EW1pS2pu0qqq.

Combining our findings so far with Theorems 4.5 and 7.6, we conclude that for any T P p0, T1s the
constructed map S3 is well-defined and produces solutions for (1.6)-(1.7) in r0, T s ˆ R

d in terms of
Definition 4.4 that satisfy conditions (4.11) and (4.12). Furthermore, by (8.10) these solutions also
satisfy (4.14).

Step 4. It remains to verify local uniqueness. For some u0 P U2 and T P p0, T1s let ppu, pwq be a solution
to (1.6)-(1.7) in r0, T s ˆR

d that satisfies (4.13) but is unequal to pu,wq :“ S3pu0q at some t P p0, T q. Set

T7 :“ inf
 
t P r0, T s : pu,wqpt, ¨q ‰ ppu, pwqpt, ¨q in L1pRdq ˆ L1pRdq

(
.

The uniqueness part of Theorem 4.5 ensures that T7 ą 0. By continuity the two solutions therefore
coincide at t “ T7, so

pu,wqpT7, ¨q “ ppu, pwqpT7, ¨q in L1pRdq ˆ L1pRdq. (8.11)

Since T ď T1, w P W3pT q, and E satisfies (8.3d), we have

w P W2pT, Sq for some S P p0, C38q. (8.12)

Exploiting continuity of pw in the W 1,8pRdq-norm, we conclude with (8.11) and (8.12) that

pw P W2pT8, C38q for some T8 P pT7, T s.

Then, due to (8.5), we have

pu P U5pT8q,

so that, in particular,

suppppupt, ¨qq Ă Bρ for all t P r0, T8s. (8.13)

Now consider

rw :“ E
´
pw|r0,T8sˆBρ

¯
.

In view of (8.13),

rwpupt, ¨q “ pwpupt, ¨q in L1pRdq for all t P r0, T8s,

so that

ppu, rwq P U5pT8q ˆ EpW3pT8qq

is a solution to (1.6)-(1.7) in r0, T8s ˆ R
d. Moreover, we can make use of the uniqueness parts of Theo-

rems 4.5 and 7.5 and conclude that pu is a fixed point of S1pu0, ¨q in U5pT8q, hence must coincide with u.
Finally, yet another application of the uniqueness part of Theorem 4.5 yields that w “ pw in r0, T8s ˆBρ,
as required.

The proof of Theorem 4.10 is straight-forward.

Proof of Theorem 4.10. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.9 and the fact that every Lebesgue-
measurable function a.e. coincides with a Borel one.

Finally, let us consider an application of Theorem 4.8.
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Example 8.3 (Existence for µ0 a point mass). For the pair pµ0, w0q from Example 5.12 we already know
that it satisfies (4.4) for any m ą 0 and ρ P p0, 1q. Choose some ρ0 ą 0 and let

u0 P L8pRdq, }u0}L1pRdq “ m, supppu0q Ă Bρ0
.

Set

u0λpxq :“ λdu0pλxq for x P R
d, λ ą 0.

Then, for λ ą 0 it holds that

u0λ P L1pRdq, }u0λ}L1pRdq “ m, supppu0λq Ă Bλ´1ρ0
(8.14a)

and
ż

Rd

u0λϕdx´ 〈δ0, ϕ〉 “
ż

Rd

upxqpϕpλ´1xq ´ ϕp0qq dx

ďmλ´1ρ0 for all ϕ P W 1,8pRdq such that }∇ϕ}L8pRdq ď 1. (8.14b)

Now assume that m and ρ satisfy (4.9). In consequence of (8.14), u0λ P U2 for m8 “ λd}u0}L8pRdq

provided that

λ ě ρ0 max

"
4

ρ
,
2m

C1

*
.

Thus, by Theorem 4.8 any essentially bounded compactly supported and suitably rescaled function can
serve as an initial value giving rise to a locally unique solution to system (1.6)-(1.7).

The choice of u0 close to µ0 “ mδ0 has practical relevance. It can, for instance, describe an initial
invasion stage of a tumour.
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